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EDITORIAL
FRESH WIND IN THE SAILS

T he PSI has started very well in 2016. But let us not forget 2015 which set the course
for 2016. The first steps have been taken and must now be further developed. Af-ff

ter 40 years of a ragged association landscape in Germany, a unified association of the
promotional products industry has finally been constituted, as a “new” GWW. The first 
industry Oscar, the PSI Sustainability Award, was presented to a large audience. The
European industry association eppa had become disjointed, without being dead. The 
most diverse groups and individuals are already working on a
new association. It will be interesting to see what eventually 
emerges. In 2015, the German unified association GWW with 
a working group on the trade show landscape expressed its
desire to have a PSI in 2017 in which one day is allocated to
showing the large the advertising industry how effective pro-
motional products are.

The PSI itself has since been working together with the 
GWW on a concept which particularly preserves the position
of the trade and consultants, whilst at the same time creating
a stage that the promotional product has deserved for a long
time. How else can it successfully compete behind “closed doo-
rs” with other forms of advertising? “We need to finally show
the world what a highly effective and creative promotional tool 
we have to offer,” said the GWW Chairman Patrick Politze du-
ring the PSI in Düsseldorf. Whereby he reiterated that it is the distributors and consul-
tants who should invite and look after their customers, not the GWW and not the PSI.

This year’s PSI has once again shown that it is time for a cautious and structured
change. For years, it has been an open secret that users from the industry visit the trade
show. We do not know exactly who invited them. They are certainly there and cannot
be locked out from the PSI when they have regular admission tickets. With around 
17,000 visitors, individual and comprehensive security checks are not possible. If we
were to try it, the queues would be more than a kilometre long. So let us look forward 
to a PSI in 2017 with renewed vigour and new people who communicate our message 
in the marketing and advertising departments of our end customers.

Let us look forward to a year that offers many opportunities. As the old saying goes: 
“Whilst we cannot change the wind, we can turn the sails to the direction from which
it is blowing.” 2016 will be a good year for good sailors. And the PSI was the ideal start-
ing point for the annual regatta.

Manfred Schlösser

On this note

Manfred Schlösser
Chefredakteur PSI Journal
Ihre Meinung: schloesser@edit-line.de 
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When is a promotional product a good promotional prod-

uct? When it is tailored to the target group and hits the 

mark. If it also has to be unusual and surprising, so much

the better. So why not a cosmetic brush? Proving that 

this works and that the concept is successful is demon-

strated convincingly by the example of Barbara Hofmann 

Cosmetic Pinsel GmbH.
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From 13 to 15 January 2016, the exhibition halls in Düs-

seldorf once again hosted Europe’s largest promotional

products trade show. With innovations and product pre-

mieres, enchanting shows on the catwalk and lectures 

on practical topics, the PSI 2016 was again an inspiring 

start in the new promotional products year – as the first

part of our impressions proves.

GWW:  ASSOCIATION WORK IS GATHERING SPEED 32

The General Association of the Promotional Products In-

dustry (GWW) met on 16 and 17 December 2015 in Berlin 

for its first annual general meeting since the association

was newly formed. At the end of an eventful year in which

the previous industry associations were merged into a 

unified association of the promotional products industry, 

the members experienced two fully packed days with a

highly interesting programme.

PIONEERS OF TEXTILE FINISHING 64 

Within three generations, Jura Textilgesellschaft has de-

veloped from a pure “manufacturer of terry products” in-

to an international specialist covering all aspects of mod-

ern textile business. A well-known protagonist in the in-

dustry is Ulrich Mehl who has built up his company with a

great deal of tact since 1987 and has now placed the man-

agement into the hands of his son Philipp.
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TRENDS & BRANDS

A t the PSI in Düsseldorf, Macma showed that there is a coexistence of print and on-
line. A marriage with a great future, as Matthias Huff explained to PSI Journal. The 

ingenious product is called “Sensar”, an app that any interested person can download 
for free in the App Store. And what else do you need? A current catalogue from Mac-
ma, which this time is not continuously punched, a trademark until yesterday, but only
on the cover page. On the page beneath is a marker placed underneath the hole, which 
in principle is a modern QR code. If you place your mobile phone and the opened “Sen-
sar” app on the marker, the catalogue comes alive. Beams emitted from the Sensar code 

are radiated towards heaven, enabling you to flip through
the pages of the product collection. An amazing animation. 
But the whole thing is not a game and it is much more than 
just a gimmick.

For Macma this technology, which has largely been de-
veloped in-house, is a modern marketing tool for every pro-
motional product distributor. On certain pages, the Nurem-
berg-based supplier demonstrates what is possible in the
print-digital world in the future. By aiming the app at a se-
lected item such as a pen, you can view the product from all 
sides on your mobile phone or tablet by simply rotating the 
catalogue. By “installing” various clips, you can show the 
end user what would be possible. The Sensar catalogue will 
boast two very important features in future: It will make it 
much easier for promotional product consultants to identi-
fy products as well as their added value and capabilities, and 
to convey this information to the customer. The inventor,
Macma, should also save its customers the need for any ex-
planation, which currently still requires a significant effort.

But “Sensar” can do much more. For instance, the marker
can also be attached to a promotional product – which oth-
er suppliers with similar technology also offer. Should a tar-
get customer, such as a car brand, aim its app at this mark-
er, invitations to events, video sequences and countless oth-

er conceivable messages can be communicated. A gigantic added value for advertising
and the impact of a promotional product. Of course, such programming costs a lot of 
money. However, it also opens up opportunities to access budgets that have so far 
remained out of reach in the industry. Suddenly you are talking to the top decision-mak-
ers for advertising at large companies that are already investing enormous sums in 
younger target groups.

Macma, however, considers the app in itself to be the foundation of a business mod-
el that creates a win-win situation, albeit one that must be purchased. For 199 euros, a
Macma customer can equip 10 pages (products) in his own catalogue with “Sensar”
technology. If you want more, you can even purchase larger packages.

And one more thing: page 123 in the new Macma catalogue is alive. Depending on 
the season or festive occasion, new “season gifts” can be viewed using “Sensar”. Page 
123 is continuously edited and relaunched by Macma.

It is amazing what you can do with “Sensar”. “Almost everything,” says Matthias
Huff. It remains to be seen how the industry reacts to the new technology. The word
from Nuremberg is that the trade show was a great start. 

MACMA TRADE SHOW INNOVATION:  
A CATALOGUE THAT COMES ALIVE

PSI Journal 2/2016 www.psi-network.de
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KITCHEN CABINET
Cooking has been highly popular for many 
years. More and more people are discovering 
enjoyable and tasty food preparation as a 
hobby. A development that is probably partly 
due to the continuously increasing number of 
TV cooking shows. Especially younger people 
are increasingly acquiring a taste for cooking. 
Having a certain culinary knack is good, but 
having certain kitchen aids is also important – 
whether it be for preparing delicacies or their 
subsequent presentation. And they range from 
simple and functional to stylish and très chic, 
just like our examples from the promotional 
products industry.

COMPACT ELEGANCE IN NOBLE COLOURS
Campo thermos flask
EMSA GmbH
PSI No.: 42692
www.emsa.com

LEAVE A GOOD IMPRESSION
„Reflects-Daru“ bottle opener 
LM Accessoires GmbH
PSI No.: 42487
www.lm-accessoires.com

PREMIUM SPECIAL CLASS
lassic” KitchenAid mixer 
hoff Im- und Export GmbH

SI No.: 41259
ww.lehoff.de

STAR WARRIORS
“Star Wars” baking m
Gedalabels GmbH
PSI No.: 49535
www.gedalabels.de
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E ach PSI is unique, and that is a good
thing. Sometimes it is bigger, some-

times smaller, but apart from this it is con-
stantly developing. However, rarely has it
made such quantum leaps as in the past
three years, following its reconception in 
2014. Now it has a young appearance, com-
pletely new ideas for presentations and
networking, many new services, and a high-
quality programme of lectures. As had be-
come apparent in previous years, this year 
confirmed the assessments of the relevant 
parameters, showing that the PSI has re-

gained its footing and is off to a flying new 
start. Our talks at the trade show demon-
strated that most of the exhibitors and vis-
itors see it as the most important industry 
event, and one at which you simply have 
to be present. Most conspicuous were the 
optimistic mood and relaxed atmosphere,
which were distinctly noticed at the stands
and in the aisles, as well, of course, as at
the many events and the PSI AFTER WORK.

THE PSI STANDS FOR INTEGRATION
At the press conference for the opening of 
the trade show, PSI Managing Director Mi-

chael Freter highlighted the political, eco-
nomic, and commercial environment in
which today’s PSI has to assert itself. “This 
history of the PSI is also the history of Eu-
ropean integration. Every expansion of the
European Union has had a positive effect 
on the industry and the internationality of 
the trade show. That is why we need an
economically unified Europe without bor-
ders,” was the position Freter took. Now 
that a united German association has been 
created with the new GWW, it would be 
good to form a strong European associa-
tion to lobby politicians at the European
level and position the advertising business
as an effective industry. Considering these 
tasks, Freter called the strategic steps that 
PSI has taken in past years in collabora-
tion with the GWW: empirical studies on
the acceptance, media value, and effect of 
promotional products, the generation of 
valid market data and political lobbying. 

INDUSTRY SALES REMAIN STABLE
The positive mood shown at the trade show 
was also reflected in the latest data of the 
current promotional products monitor, as 
well as the third edition of the PSI indus-
try barometer. “Promotional products are
one of the most stable factors in the adver-
tising market, remaining high at 3.48 bil-
lion euros. Promotional products are still 

PSI 2016: BEST RESULT IN SIX YEARS

PSI TRENDING 
UPWARD
The PSI  is once again on track for growth: 932 exhibitors and 
16,810 visitors came to Düsseldorf from 13-15 January 2016 to
attend Europe’s leading trade show for the promotional pro-
ducts industry. The trade show achieved its best result in six 
years, with an 8 per cent increase in exhibitors and 3.7 per 
cent more visitors, while its internationality rose to 55 per 
cent. Although impossible to capture in figures, the all-round
positive mood and the optimistic view of the new year were 
almost more important.                                                                        
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in second place, after television, on the
scale of net advertising revenues of adver-
tising media,” Freter summarised. How-
ever, sales of promotional products have 
become disconnected from the develop-
ment of the overall economic cycle, as GWW 
President Patrick Politze explained. He sees
the cause of the industry’s failure to keep
up with the economic growth in tax disad-
vantages, excessive compliance require-
ments, especially for big corporations, and 
the legal restrictions the industry is hav-
ing to struggle with. Here there is impor-
tant work to be done which the enlarged,
restructured GWW will be taking on in the 
future.

VERY POSITIVE PROSPECTS
The annually updated industry report on 
the structure and business performance of 
the European promotional products busi-
ness, published by PSI, is also showing an 
upward tendency. On the whole, 62 per 
cent of suppliers and 60 per cent of pro-
motional products consultants in Europe 
chalked up sales increases in 2015 com-
pared to the previous year. By contrast, 24
per cent of suppliers and 22 per cent of 
distributors registered a drop in sales. So 
this is a clearly positive record which, how-

ever, indicates a very uneven performance
for individual companies. Yet the outlook 
remains very positive, since an impressive 
majority of companies are expecting sales 
growth in the coming five years. Among
suppliers, these amount to 84 per cent, 
and 83 per cent among promotional prod-
ucts consultants. Another figure worth not-
ing is the magnitude of the predicted sales 
growth: 46 per cent of suppliers and a whop-
ping 54 per cent of distributors are expect-
ing growth of more than ten per cent. 

TARGET GROUP EXPANSION 2017: 

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE INDUSTRY 
The PSI is changing – nothing shows this
as clearly as the expansion of target groups
planned for 2017, which Michael Freter 
addressed at the opening of the trade show.
“Expansion of target groups does not mean
that the PSI is ‘opening up’, but rather the
possibility of promotional products con-
sultants to invite their clients on the last 
day of the trade show,” Freter clarified. “All 
customers invited by the trade are quali-
fied and accredited in advance, and receive 
specially marked admission tickets with an 
endorsement on them. So suppliers will 
continue to be obligated to the trade.” The
aim of this decision, borne by great respon-
sibility for the industry and mutual trust,
is to enhance the market opportunities of 

suppliers as well as the trade and consult-
ants, Freter said. “Since the PSI is Europe’s 
leading trade show, it offers the best op-
portunities for promotional products to 
reach larger groups of advertisers,” Freter 
explained. Patrick Politze agreed, “We would 
be very happy to welcome advertisers in-
vited by consultants and be able to con-
vince them of our industry’s capabilities.
Nowhere does the industry give as good 
an account of itself as here in Düsseldorf 
at the PSI. I consider passing this impres-
sion onto the decision-makers in compa-
nies to be the most important signal of our 
industry.”

PSI: THE INDUSTRY’S “DISPLAY  

WINDOW” IN EUROPE
In years past, the PSI has done a great deal 
to enhance its attractiveness, its interna-
tional relevance, and its function as Eu-
rope’s most important display window for 
the industry and as a business broker. This
course was consistently pursued at the PSI 
2016. 

After this initial overview, you can read our 
comprehensive trade show report in the up-
coming issue. 
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> The PSI AFTER WORK Party once 
again showed that the industry cer-
tainly knows how to celebrate. For 

the second time the organizer event

was held in the spacious chill-out 

section of Hall 9 where you can round

off a day at the trade show with sa-

voury snacks, cool drinks and cool DJ 

sound well into the night

> An integral part of the PSI is the in-
vventors who present themselves and

their ideas year after year at the lea-

ding trade show of the European pro-

motional products industry. An eye-

catcher in 2016 was the singer and

fashion designer Joan McLean who 

produces handbags from old vinyl

records under her label “Jo-M”.

> The PSI FIRST Award was presented this year as
a People’s Choice Award for the first time. Visi-

tors were able to vote for their favourite at the trade

show. fixxo Universal, the smartphone holder for 

the car from fixxo Germany, took first place (left

photo). The powerbank from Vim Solution and the

Suncard from PLAYGRND Labs (right photo) ranked

second and third place respectively.
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> The PSI CATWALK has now become as integral to the PSI as fashion
is to Düsseldorf.   With its impressive shows, the programme highlight

demonstrated that fashion is a central theme of the trade show and will

remain so. In a variety of choreographies, professional models presen-

ted the very latest promotional wear collections. 

> The reception of the PSI Executive Club has now become a good
tradition. r On the eve of the opening of the trade show, Michael Freter

 invited guests to an informal exchange of ideas in the VIP lounge of Hall

f 10. After the head of PSI had welcomed the guests, there were plenty of

opportunities to discuss the latest trends in the industry and enjoy fin-

ger food and refreshments. ger food and refreshments.

> The stand from Xindao offered a look into the future of promotional pro-

ducts. “The amazing XD Robot” which rhythmically moved, inter alia, to the

sound of Michael Jackson’s “Beat It”, drew special attention. And the little 

guy has even more to offer. At the end of the year, Xindao plans to take the

next robotic step.next robotic step.

> No fewer than three companies were honoured for their 50-year PSI 
membership:  Gunnar Sprinkmann GmbH (left photo, Gunnar Sprinkmann),

r Parzellers Buchverlag und Werbemittel GmbH & Co. KG (right photo; Rainer

fKlitsch) and Hans-H. Hasbargen GmbH. 19 jubilarians  received their badge of 

honour for longstanding memberships (25, 30, 40, 50 years) from Michael 

ete .Freter.
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> The PSI Institute – COMPETENCE Area presented concentrated 
service expertise. Located in Hall 9, the newly created area compactly

 and clearly combined all the services of the PSI network. The ladies

and gentlemen of the PSI trade show team provided excellent consul-

ting support to address all the issues and questions of the members. ting support to address all the issues and questions of the members.

> The magazine promobiss and the Belgian association BAPP   have

selected the “Product Media Advisor of the Year” (promotional pro-

ducts distributor) for the first time. The PMA 2015 was awarded in gold

 (Gemaco), silver (Van Bavel Premiums & Gifts) and bronze (Sky-O). PSI

Managing Director Michael Freter (left) presented the award.

> The six renowned suppliers of the Choice Group appeared together at a
stand for the very first time.   In doing so, FARE, Halfar, Daiber, Karlowsky,

SND and mbw scored with innovation, quality and diversity. The manufac-

turer partners celebrated their joint appearance with a champagne reception

at the stand followed by a hearty dinner at the Schumacher brewery in Düs-

seldorf.ß´´

> He is an institution for elaborate textile printing: Charlie Taublieb. r For

the umpteenth time, he gave his creative vein full rein – to the delight of nu-

merous visitors who were invited to lend a hand to decorate shirts with ima-

ginative screenprint designs and thus nab a memorable trade show souvenir.                               
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> PF Concept appeared on the 
PSI stage with an even larger 
stand area. The redesigned stand

hosted many of the new products 

of the multi-specialist from the

Netherlands. One of the high-

lights was the PSI FIRST product

Kaputar as well as products of the 

company’s own brands BRIGHT-

travels, California Innovations!,

Oppenhejm & Jansson and tech-

nical products.

> Ready, steady, go: The two PSI managing directors Hans-Joa-

chim Erbel (left) and Michael Freter gave the symbolic starting 

signal for PSI Product Finder 3.0 and the improved PSI Webshop

on the first day of the trade show. The new Reed Exhibitions Eu-

rope boss Kumsal Beyazid lent them a hand to press the buzzer. 

> Always a guarantee for an impressive show: fFollowing the appearance of 

 young artists from the RTL talent show “Das Supertalent”, who had impressed

 with a digital dance performance in 2014 and a flash mob in 2015, this year stars

of the casting show “Deutschland sucht den Superstar” dominated the stage at

the stand of LM Accessoires.

> Visitors marvelled at “promotional 
products with new eyes” offered by 

PSI’s regular guest elasto form. At the 

barn-style stand of “elasto form Alm”,

the long-standing Bavarian company 

appeared with renewed energy in a mo-

dern look. Visitors were treated to the 

popular stand party and the iconic mir-

ror event to the rousing sound of 

“Grögötz Weissbier”.
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P romotionally effective products associated with fan merchandise, sport and leisure 
time are always in season. Popular sporting events such as the FIFA World Cup

and European Football Championships are each held every four years and serve as 
strong promotional engines for fan merchandise. But even beyond this, numerous ad-
vertising opportunities are offered within the topic areas covered by this product cate-
gory. Sport was originally contrasted with the seriousness of working life as a game, 
and thus categorised as a leisure-time activity. Even today, sports and games are often
referred to in the same breath and serve – with the exception of professional sports – 
as a leisure-time activity. It is hard to imagine that there is a better environment for the 
promotional products industry in which to convey their messages. Advertising here has 
a quasi sporty and playful impact – whether it be outdoors, at a sports centre, at a gym 
or at home – and under these (usually relaxed) conditions is retained for longer than 
elsewhere. The wide range of products which promotion specialists create for this pur-
pose range from classic sporting goods to unusual accessories. <

FAN ARTICLES, SPORT, LEISURE 
FIT FOR ADVERTISING  
The themes of this product range are active and trendy. Leisure activities that deal with
sport are a ten a penny. These realms of experience require matching products and
accessories. And the industry offers them as highly targetable promotional products.
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NEVER AGAIN A BARE MIDRIFF
W ith the “See Me” belt pouch from Inspirion, athletic customers never again

need to go jogging with a bare midriff. This practical belt pouch with a zipper 
inside has room for keys, mobile phone, or MP3 player, as well as a socket for 
earphones. Thus runners can comfortably listen to music. The size-adjustable, elastic 
belt with a snap catch makes it extremely comfortable to wear. In addition, the pouch 
is made of lightweight polyamide to keep its own weight down, and is protected
against splash water, making it ideal for outdoor activities. The reflecting strip on the 
front is easily seen at great distances. The pouch comes in black, neon orange and
neon yellow.
PSI 42907 • Inspirion GmbH • Tel +49 421 52270

info@inspirion.eu • www.promotiontops.eu • www.inspirion.eu

SHOW YOUR BRILLIANT COLOURS
T he little “TeamGermany” Metmaxx LED MegaBeam flashlight from Spranz

gives every fan a brilliant way to make an elegant statement for “their” team.
The Power MiniEcoWatt considers itself to be a likeable, practical combination of 
benefit and advertising. It can also easily be attached to the inside mirror and has a
robust aluminium body protected against splash water. It arrives at its recipient 
complete with an AA battery, a loop for holding or hanging, and a design box.
PSI 41462 • Spranz GmbH • Tel +49 261 984880

info@spranz.de • www.spranz.de

DFB-TRIKOT
HOME

UND
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FOOTBALL GREETING TO NAPOLEON
T his summer the time will finally arrive. The word is to cross your fingers and get

ready to be thrilled when France invites the football nations of Europe to the
fifteenth European Football Championship. Of course, an event like this clamours for 
the right fan merchandise to give your own team strong support. For all those
enthused about football and France, elasto form is supplying the “Napoleon” bicorne
hat. This polyester hat in the style of Napoleon, with black, red, and yellow strips, 
white piping, and a decorative button, keeps its shape, is comfortable to wear, and is
sure to attract attention at every football party. This humorous headgear has a satin
band attached that can be finished with single-colour screen printing.
PSI 41369 • elasto form KG • Tel +49 9661 8900

mail@elasto-form.de • www.elasto-form.de

TREND: BILLIARD FOOTBALL
S tarting immediately, ballprint is taking over the represen-

tation of the Italian football billiard court manufacturer 
CALCiAMBOLA in Europe. Billiard football is the new trend in
sports that is spreading across Europe and finding more and
more devotees in Germany, as well. Apart from the commercial 
use of the playing fields for event centres, the playing fields 
also have large advertising spaces that can be individually 
designed for any kind of event.
PSI 48636 • ballprint GmbH • Tel +49 4185 7086886

info@ballprint.de • www.ballprint.de

EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE FAN PARK
V isitors with a FanBag from Joytex will have all the most important accessories

within reach both in the stadium as well as the fan park. At the same time, they 
can show the team they are supporting with individual printing on the bag. The 
traditional PP non-woven bag with long or short handles can be delivered at short
notice on orders of 250 or more. Other quantities can also be supplied, since all 
Joytex bags have been printed in the company’s own printing shop in Rhede, 
Münsterland, for the past thirty years. Up to six printed colours can be provided.
The bag also comes with long handles or custom-made in thirty standard colours on 
orders of 1,000 or more.
PSI 41990 • Joytex GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 2872 95060

info@joytex.de • www.joytex.de
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BOTTLE OPENER WITH GRIP
F or all motorcyclists who do not want to release the throttle after a tour, designer 

Hubert Beck from Troika has developed a stylish bottle opener based on the 
design of a motorcycle throttle grip. The grip is made of stainless steel (V2A) and 
silicone in the colour combination black/silver and ensures the correct twist when it 
is time to step on the gas to open a bottle. Simply position the bottle opener, a short
twist of the hand, and – plop! Ingeniously simple thanks to sophisticated milling of 
the stainless steel. Just the thing for those who have the knack. An advertising
imprint by printing or engraving is possible (free of charge from 100 units).
PSI 46311 • Troika Germany GmbH • Tel +49 2662 95110

a.bauer@troika.de • www.troika.org

ORIENTAL RITUALS AT HOME
I endfactory 

mmam
is always a good choice. The hammam is one of the oldest purification customs in the
world. This steam bath experience from the orient purifies the body and the mind.
The centuries-old tradition inspired Rituals to create a hammam collection for the 
home. The personal wellness ceremony can be ordered as a complete gift set or a 
separate shower room.
PSI 41941 • Trendfactory BV • Tel +31 252 622233

info@trendfactory.eu • www.trendfactory.eu
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+49 40 49294-6859
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MUST-HAVE FOR BARBECUE
T his practical apron from Yink makes anyone a barbecue 

master. The practical piece protects against hot fat, the 
mitt protects against the heat, and the barbecue utensils are
always within reach in the attached pockets. The equipment
is complete with pancake turner, tongs, and fork made of 
stainless steel – all that is missing is a hot grill, tasty ingredi-
ents, and the barbecue season can get started. This set is just 
right for anyone who would like to put their customers in the 
mood for the warm season of the year. The vendor also offers
to print decorative, individual motifs on the front of the apron, 
the shafts of the utensils, or on the mitt.
PSI 48779 • Yink - sprd.net AG • Tel +49 341 594005836

marketing@yink.com • www.yink.com
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AHEAD BY A BEAK
H ere is help for everyone who wants to cheer, clap and root: 

sports competitions, whether amateur or professional, 
are a joyful occurrence for all involved. Mbw has lots of 
practical, funny fan merchandise on offer, from hand clappers
to seat cushions. Among the most athletic of their kind are the
Schnabels squeaky ducks. They are experienced in football, 
tennis, and swimming, among other sports. Recently these
cheerful squeaky ducks have also been bringing smiles to the 
faces of more than just the athletes at marathons and triathlon
events. Roughly eight centimetres in size, the new models are 
finished like their colleagues using pad printing.
PSI 42020 • MBW Vertriebsges. mbH • Tel +49 4606 94020

info@mbw.sh • www.mbw.sh

THE ROUND ROOM ARENA
T his little tin can from Multiflower gives recipients their 

own football arena right on their desk. The grass seeds are 
already planted in the soil. After opening and watering, the
green grass sprouts after a mere five to seven days, bringing 
a bit of nature into the office as well as the feel of a sporting
event. A banderole around the can has space for an advertising
message. This application can be a standard motif or your 
entirely own design on orders of 250 or more.
PSI 45974 • Multiflower GmbH • Tel +49 6223 866560

info@multiflower.de • www.multiflower.de

NECKTIE MADE TO MEASURE
P romo-House is offering a very personal tie with the logo 

of your favourite sports club or your own company from
just 30 pieces per motif. The logo is incorporated during the
weaving of the tie on the loom and therefore looks very classy.
The position where the logo is to appear can be specified by
the customer. In addition to the unique design, the tie is made
in the desired club colour. The possible materials are polyes-
ter, polyester microfibre or natural silk.
PSI 48971 • Promo-House • Tel +48 12 4114242

biuru@promohouse.pl • www.krawaty.info
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ECO-FRIENDLY TOWELS FOR FOOTBALL FANS
S hortly before the 2016 UEFA European Championship, Arpe recommends that all

football fans choose environmentally friendly Arpe towels to show their support
for their national teams. The technical characteristics of the towels guarantee a 
respectful interaction with the environment. According to Arpe, they are 60 per cent 
more efficiently washable as they require 70 per cent less detergent and 65 per cent 
less power consumption. The clean towel helps to avoid fungi and bacteria, is more
ecological, has a longer durability and also offers space for sustainable advertising.
The material – super-absorbent microfibre – is of a high quality, pleasant to touch
and has an excellent print quality. The towel is available in different printing styles 
and sizes and can be personalised from 100 pieces with images and colours, depend-
ing on the customer’s wishes.
PSI 48309 • Manufacturas Arpe, S.L. • Tel +34 937 937677

info@arpe.es • www.arpe.es

FOOTBALL CAN ALSO BE SWEET
T he fine quality milk chocolate of the tasty football ball 

from Multiflower melts in your mouth. This special kind 
“ball flavour” sweetens every football game and is a deli-

ous reminder of the generous giver. Space for an advertising
essage is found right on the little paper flags, which can 

oast advertising on orders of 250 or more. As an alternative,
ultiflower will also provide a flag designed in accordance 
ith customer specifications on orders of 250 or more.

SI 45974 • Multiflower GmbH • Tel +49 6223 866560

fo@multiflower.de • www.multiflower.de

-Advert-
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LUXURY PACKING SOLUTION 
B igso Box of Sweden offers all kinds of packaging solutions. For example, the 

Bigso boxes can be used by sport clubs for season tickets, merchandise and 
much more. They are meant as a luxury packing solution which will bring an extra 
value for people who buy season tickets or merchandise items. The boxes are also
very commonly used for VIP customers and sponsors. The boxes can be customized 
according to customers’ demands and we offer all kinds of print techniques.
PSI 49021 • Bigso AB • Telefon: +46 481 425 29

tobias@bigso.se • www.bigso.se

POWER OUT OF YOUR TROUSER POCKET
G enuine fans have their own personal fan banner always ready to hand: The fan

banner of Macma is just the right accessory for anyone who wants to have
his favourite club or cool slogan always ready to hand. The banner can be taken apart
and fits curled up in your pocket. The eye-catching parts can be individually
designed with flags, slogans or any other motif.
PSI 40909 • Macma Werbeartikel oHG • Tel +49 911 9818133

verkauf@macma.de • www.macma.de

T

Fordern Sie Ihr persönliches Angebot an unter:

Der Handyhalter, der mehr kann.

NEU!
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AWAKEN YOUR INNER ATHLETE
A Stedman Active Performance Range. It consists not only of modern men’s and
women’s Active Performance raglan T-shirts with lots of freedom of movement and a
fashionable mélange look, but also a loose fitting Active Performance top for women 
with a cut-out back. The new range is rounded off by ankle-length Active Perfor-
mance women’s slacks. The men’s styles come in sizes S to XXL and in the colours
asphalt, horizon, stone and turquoise; the women’s styles from S to XL come in the 
colours asphalt, coral, orchid and turquoise. The smooth surface is ideal for textile 
printing.
PSI 45383 • Stedman • Tel +49 241 705020

support@stedman.eu • www.stedman.eu

EVERYTHING IN VIEW
F ootball fans will be excellently prepared for the 2016 European Football Champi-

onship in France with the football board devised by adamo design. For compa-
nies, the board lends itself as a prestigious promotional gift. The customer logo
remains in full view at the left and right top of the board. The inscribable magnetic 
board / whiteboard with the current match schedule and where the games will be
played printed on it provides a good overview. The flags of the countries can be 
placed on the board as magnets and the current results entered with the board
marker. Of course, a football board can also be custom designed. “Made in Germa-
ny” assures a high level of flexibility, short delivery periods, and the best quality.
PSI 42299 • adamo design GmbH • Tel +49 5265 7474

info@adamo-design.de • www.adamo-design.de
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WEATHERING THE WEATHER
I should not have to do without outdoor 
sports. Especially joggers and mountain
bikers do not want to be stopped by adverse 
conditions. And everyone knows: There is 
no bad weather, only bad clothing. Everyone 
has the right apparel with the new Elevate
Kaputar softshell jacket from PF Concept 
which was presented as a PSI First at the 
PSI Trade Show. It not only protects against
wind and weather, but thanks to a breathable 
membrane, nobody gets too hot while 
exercising. It is perfect for outdoor sports in
all weather conditions. The jacket is available 
in different colours and can be finished by PF
Concept.
PSI 40972 • PF Concept International B.V. 

Tel +31 71 3328911

weborders@nl.pfconcept.com • www.pfconcept.com

SHINING STANDS
T rue fan spirit need not be carved in stone. The Carus candela from Seidel packs

it in aluminium. The candela candleholders enable recipients to put together the 
colours of their club or national team from 19 shining colour specifications. The 
candelas can be stacked, but can also be individually decorated. In addition, a logo,
message or motto can be individually engraved. The Carus candela thus combines 
high quality and timeless design made in Germany.
PSI 47753 • Carus – a brand of Seidel GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 6421 604500

info@carus-world.com • www.carus-world.com

1/3
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ADVERTISE LIKE A PRO 
F or strategy meetings during a football game or for hobby

gardeners as a perfect front yard, emotion factory is
offering a bowl of renewable raw materials, preferably organi-
cally grown, which naturally grows a lawn in any place at all.
The starting set consists of a soil tablet and an anti-germ bag 
of grass seeds. Once it has been moistened, the lawn sprouts 
in a few days fresh out of the box. The surrounding banderole
can be individually designed. This brings the green and sporty
message to every target group.
PSI 45997 • emotion factory GmbH • Tel +49 7042 81550

info@emotion-factory.com • www.emotion-factory.com

ADVERTISING THROUGHOUT THE SEASONS
W hile the Fun-Rodel sled from Promowolsch at first comes across as a traditional 

promotional product for the winter season, the additional summertime use
quickly reveals itself when we make for the beach or sports field, since the extremely 
flat, very fast sled coaster is also ideal for sitting on beverage cases. Colourful as a
vacation, the Fun-Rodel sled reaches its recipient with a large space for advertising 
or finishing with raised engravings.
PSI 44724 • Promowolsch - The Customer Factory • Tel +49 2942 570201

info@promowolsch.de • www.promowolsch.de

SUCCESS IN THREE COLOURS
W hoever wants to show the colour of his team or club

and at the same time draw maximum attention to his
products or also wants to show that “Made in Germany” is a
genuine promise of quality, the new Germany range from
Staedtler is the ideal choice to achieve maximum advertising 
success. The assortment includes a thin, round as well as a
triangular jumbo-size coloured pencil with black/red/yellow
lead, an eraser with the German flag and two Staedtler triplus
boxes with a black/red/yellow filling as fineliners or fibre-tip
pens. All products are produced with the quality seal “Made in 
Germany” and can be individualized in multiple colours.
PSI 41108 • Staedtler Mars GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 911 9365514

info@staedtler-promotional.de • www.staedtler-promotional.de
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FLYING THE FLAG
I ndividual, loyal to its origin and exceptional – that is the new 

European Football Championship pen S-Bella! Color from 
the HK Collection 2016. Right in time for the European
Football Championship, this new pen offers optimal promo-
tional presence. Not only to support one’s national team, but 
also to complement corporate promotion. In the form of a clip
emblem which can easily be pinned on and exchanged, the
motifs include either different country flags or a football. On 
request, the pen can be furnished with a single- or multi-colour 
imprint on the barrel. Equipped with a jumbo refill, this new 
promotional product also boasts an outstanding writing 
performance. The colour of the clip can be freely chosen and
colour-coordinated with the corresponding country motifs. 
Customer attention is guaranteed and due to the many 
possibilities each customer order becomes a real unicum. The 
“European Football Championship pen” is available from a
quantity of 500 units. Made in the EU, it is guaranteed to meet 
the highest quality standards.
PSI 47160 • Hauff Schreibgeräte GmbH • Tel +49 7531 4571780

contacts@hauff-gmbh.de • www.hauff-gmbh.de
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RASTAL 

BRAND OF THE CENTURY

R astal officially joined the ranks of “Brands of the Century” in Berlin. Steeped in tra-
dition, the Höhr-Grenzhausen-based company is synonymous with individual glass

design. As part of a major brand gala in Berlin, the renowned award was presented in
front of some 350 guests from German companies. Rastal therefore belongs to the ex-
clusive group of the strongest brands in Germany. Brands that are outstanding for their 
product category are recognised with this award and included in the special edition
“Brands of the Century – Stars 2016” by the publisher “Deutsche Standards”. An advi-
sory panel consisting of high-profile brand experts chose Rastal in the product catego-
ry “Individual glass design”.

DISTINCTIVE CLASSICS
Individual glass design that is exclusi-
vely reserved for one brand – the Ger-
man company has pursued this success-
ful concept since 1964. Implemented for 
the first time with the “Bitburger Tro-
phy”, the “exclusive glass” is now an 
indispensable brand strategy for renow-
ned beverage suppliers. To this day, no 
other company has developed and rea-
lised more exclusive brand glasses than 
Rastal – over 100 concepts in the past 
ten years alone. Many of them are now 
unmistakeable classics and are today
part of the international brand landscape.
Extraordinary creations and solutions
have been developed thanks to the cre-
ativity of the Rastal designers and the
extensive technological competence of 

the company. This lavishly designed book “Brands of the Century – Stars 2016” is dis-
tributed through the Foreign Office to all German foreign representative offices and the 
Goethe Institute worldwide and is also available in bookstores. www.rastal.com <

START WITH OWN ONLINE SHOP 

ALLBRANDED ALSO EXPANDS 
INTO SWITZERLAND 

A llbranded, the promotional product 
specialist from Hamburg, is also

expanding into Switzerland. Business 
clients can now access the entire range 
with more than 50,000 customisable
promotional products at www.allbranded.
ch and configure them easily and conveni-
ently online. A service team of experienced
promotional product professionals will 

take care of discerning customers who
want individual advice. The Hamburg-
based start-up responded to numerous 
requests in neighbouring Switzerland for a 
domestic procurement platform by 
launching a Swiss online shop. Following 
the opening of a local online shop in 
Austria, this was the second market entry 
for allbranded this year. In addition to fully
automated digital processing, allbranded
also offers customised special productions 
adapted to the individual wishes of the
customer. “We are very pleased that we
can now offer our customers all the
benefits of a modern and wide-ranging 
purchasing experience in Switzerland. The
Swiss market is challenging but extremely
attractive for us as there have hardly been
any local offers comparable to ours”, 
explains allbranded CMO Marco Krahmer.
Following the market entry into Switzer-
land and Austria as well as rapid growth in
Germany, the start-up remains on an
international expansion course. In the
coming months, further online stores are
planned to be opened in key European
markets. www.allbranded.de <
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Rastal’s managing partner Raymond Sahm-Rastal 

(left) accepted the award „Brand of the Century – 

Stars 2016“ from Dr. Florian Langenscheidt.

Many of Rastal’s exclusive

glasses are now unmistakeable

classics.
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GERMAN DESIGN AWARD

WERA DISTINGUISHED YET AGAIN

T he tool manufacturer Wera has now been distin-
guished with the coveted German Design Award 2016 

for its Zyklop Speed ratchet in the category of packag-
ing. “While other manufacturers pack their products in 
plastic or cartons, Vera uses sales packaging as a brand-
forming element,” states the international jury of the De-
sign Council in the reasoning of its decision, noting that: 
“The solution is a high-quality, robust packaging that
accentuates the products without using the usual plas-
tic, most unusual in this segment.” Wera marketing man-
ager Detlef Seyfarth: “We are delighted to have received
this very special award for which you have to be nomi-
nated by designers. With this packaging concept, Wera
offers users an exceptional unpacking experience that is unique in the tool industry.” 
The packaging has been completely reconceived and has become the focal point of the 
product presentation. According to Seyfarth, “A high-quality, yet robust packaging has 
been created, which the recipient is tempted to keep and reuse.” As a result, the focus 
is on the brand design, thus providing a unique brand identity. Vera was not only nom-
inated, but also distinguished with the coveted award. The award ceremony will take 
place during the Ambiente trade show in Frankfurt am Main on 12 February 2016.
www.wera.de <
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ADVERTISING SPECIALTY INSTITUTE

NEW SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
OF DISTRIBUTOR SERVICES 

T he Advertising Specialty Institute (ASI) 
today announced that Julie Murphy has 

joined the company as senior vice presi-
dent of distributor services, reporting to
Timothy M. Andrews, 
ASI’s president and 
chief executive
officer. Ms. Murphy 
now has oversight of 
the strategic vision, 
direction and growth 
of ASI’s integrated 
platform of distribu-
tor products and
services. This 
includes the ESP
platform, with the largest searchable
collection of products in the promotional 
products industry, and over 20,000 ESP 
Websites™, Company Stores and Specialty 
Shoppes. Ms. Murphy is also responsible
for overseeing distributor and decorator 
memberships, ASI magazine subscriptions,
catalogs and digital marketing. “I have
complete confidence that Julie will work 
alongside our experienced, knowledgeable 
senior sales leaders to implement new 
sales strategies, training initiatives and 
best practices, with the ultimate goal of 
improving the overall customer experience
for our members,” said Timothy M.
Andrews. Ms. Murphy joins ASI from eBay 
Enterprise, where she was head of global
sales operations and business develop-
ment, with specific emphasis on selling 
e-commerce business platforms and
marketing services to small- and medium-
sized businesses that are similar to the
profile of ASI’s distributor members. Ms. 
Murphy graduated from Mount St. Mary’s 
University with a double major in finance 
and economics. www.asicentral.com <

Julie Murphy

Excellently packaged brand: The

Wera Zyklop Speed ratchet.

FURTHER AWARD 

KARL KNAUER WINS GDA 2016 

F or the second consecutive year, Karl Knauer KG, the packaging specialist from the 
Black Forest, has been awarded the German Design Award (GDA). The award-win-

ning product is a folded sliding box for the company Bauerfeind, in which products of 
the “Sport Line” are packaged. The folded sliding box convinced the jury with its com-
bination of cold foil stamping in gold and silver as well as a soft-touch finish and UV 
spot finish. In terms of convenience, the product leaves nothing to be desired. Both the
innovative, fully integrated Euro slot mounting as well as the sliding function including

locking and finger holes ensure simple, 
intuitive handling. The German Design 
Award (GDA) is the premium award of 
the German Design Council. Since 2012, 
the international jury of experts has
awarded the GDA each year to products
that set unique design trends. Last year,
Karl Knauer KG was distinguished with 
the GDA for the illuminated packaging
“Bombay Sapphire”.
www.karlknauer.de <

The award-winning product is a folded sliding box 

for the company Bauerfeind, in which products of 

the “Sport Line” are packaged.
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RELAUNCH SUCCESS WERBUNG 

FOR THE JOY OF PLAYING 

P ustefix soap bubbles are a perfect give-away for young and old. Almost everyone
knows the cult brand and evokes positive associations of their own childhood and

the magic of soap bubbles. The emotional appeal of the brand message makes Pustefix
an ideal promotional ambassador. At the flagship trade show PSI 2016, Success Wer-
bung emphasises this important aspect of Pustefix toys for the promotional product in-
dustry. The new slogan “Give someone a smile” is systematically transported in all com-

munications media because it actually brings a smile 
to your face as soon as you come into contact with
the cult object Pustefix. The themes of soap bubbles
and blow ring have now also been incorporated into 
the imagery in the new logo and effectively reinforced 
by the slogan “Message in a bubble”. The managing
director of Success, Frank W. Hein, regards the re-
launch as an important step towards the future, as 
many purchasing decisions often have emotional re-
asons: “What one loves and cherishes attracts more 
attention than merely a practical product. Success
Werbung wants Pustefix to become an effective pro-
motional ambassador for companies on an emotio-
nal level. Of course, the name Success continues to
be unwaveringly synonymous with values such as 
quality, ‘Made in Germany’, reliability, trust, traditi-
on and innovation. “More information on Success 
Werbung with customisable Pustefix soap bubbles 
is available at: www.success-werbung.de <

The new slogan “Give someone a 

smile” is systematically transport-

ed in all communications media.

GLOBAL INNOVATIONS GERMANY

A NEW MEMBER OF THE SALES TEAM 

D aniela Alten has recently joined the sales team at Global
Innovations and will reinforce the areas of patents and 

‘Open Monitor’. She knows the company well because she
worked there as an intern during her studies. After complet-
ing her degree in business administration, she will be respon-
sible for distributing the more than 100 patented innovations
to the promotional products trade. Daniela Alten is also the
main contact person for the nanotechnology product Open 
Monitor, which is patented in 137 countries. Open Monitor is
a prize drawing processor which cannot be manipulated, and 
Alten will manage the marketing and sales of this product, 
starting from its market launch to meeting customers’ individ-
ual special wishes and presenting it to PSI members.
www.globalinnovations.de <

Daniela Alten

NEW DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY

KARIBAN STILL AVAILABLE 
AT BRUMLEY
Brumley Tex, the specialists for textile
finishing, today announced that all models
of the Kariban brand are still available from
the company. Although Kariban has
changed its distribution strategy, this does 
not affect the availability of the popular 
articles at Brumley Tex. The holistic offer of 
the finisher from Emsdetten in Münster-
land in the area of corporate fashion and 
promotional wear continues to apply to all 
models from Kariban. Brumley Tex thus
offers its top service here including fine
embroidery, screen printing and digital
printing. www.brumley-tex.de <

HERI-RIGONI REMAINS ON ECO COURSE 

LIGHTING CONVERTED TO LED 

H eri-Rigoni, the manufacturer of stamp
pens and stamp products of all kinds, 

has changed over from conventional
lighting to LED technology in its company
buildings. “This is a logical step in the
continued implementation of meaningful 
strategies to save or avoid energy,” says 
managing director Armin Rigoni. At the 
company in Fischbach in the Black Forest, 
measures taken for heat recovery, building 
insulation, own power generation and a
moderate use of energy are firmly an-
chored in the company‘s philosophy. “Who-
ever lives and works in the Black Forest
feels responsible for his homeland,” 
emphasises Rigoni. “All in all a successful
and future-proof concept,” confirms the 
managing director. www.heri.de <
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START TO THE 2016 SEASON 

HAWECO WITH  
THREE NEW FEATURES

A ll good things come in threes.
Accordingly, the umbrella specialist 

Haweco started the 2016 season with a
new website, a new catalogue and a new 
trade show stand at the 54th PSI in 
Düsseldorf from 13 to 15 January 2016. The 
features of the new website include: an 
online form for ordering the new printed 
catalogue in 2016; a sophisticated filter
function for quickly finding products; an
extensive product-detail view with 
staggered prices, detailed product

descriptions on the basis of explanatory 
icons and several photos of the various
articles views; a shop module for online
orders with the possibility of neutral 
shipping to different delivery addresses; an 
extensive download area providing PDF 
catalogues, price lists, product data, layout
templates and all product images in
various resolutions. The new catalogue can 
be ordered on the Haweco website. The 
printed version was also available at the 
new PSI stand at stand number 11A34 
where Haweco also presented many new
products and proven bestsellers. 
www.haweco.de  <

ALL GOOD THINGS COME IN FOURS

MARTOR WINNER OF THE GERMAN DESIGN AWARD

T he German Design Award is one of the leading international design awards and,
alongside the red dot, it is the most important product design award presented in 

Germany. Martor fielded four products in the race – and won no fewer than four times. 
The Secupro 625, the Secunorm 380, the Secunorm 590 and the Secumax 350 recei-
ved the German Design Award 2016 from the Frankfurt Design Council. The Council
thus acknowledged the “excellent combination of aesthetics and practical value” of the 
latest safety knives of the Solingen-based company. The „winners“ were the Martor 
products in the category “Workshop and Tools” – one of ten product design categories 
in which a Gold Award and 15 Winner Awards are presented. In the tool segment alo-
ne, Martor was able to secure four 
of a total of 16 titles awarded. This
was the first high-profile design 
award for the premium squeeze-
grip knife Secupro 625, that had 
been introduced at the A+A 2015 
trade show, and the Big Bag Cut-
ter Secunorm 590. The Secunorm
380, the world‘s first safety knife
with a blade extension length of 
almost 8 cm, had previously been
distinguished with the red dot Design Award 2015. Clinching a “clean sweep” was the 
innovative Secumax 350 with concealed blade: Before it received the German Design 
Award 2016 and the red dot Design Award 2015, it had already received the pro-k Award 
2015. The German Design Award will be presented in mid-February 2016 at the Frank-
furt “Ambiente”, the largest consumer goods trade show in the world.
www.martor.de <

Only recently introduced: The premium squeeze-grip 

knife Secupro 625, one of four award-winning products 

from Martor.

ARWEY WITH UMA PENS

ACAR AND UMA COLLABORATE

T he notebook and calendar manufacturer Acar Europe and the writing instrument
specialist uma Schreibgeräte are collaborating from January 2016. From this time 

on, Acar Europe GmbH is exclusively offering pens from uma under the “Arwey” brand 
in its product range. In addition to a standard colour, other pen colours are available, 
so that they can be offered to suit the respective colour of the book cover. “We have
known each other for many years and look forward to working together. By using uma 
writing utensils in Arwey notebooks, we combine modern colours, haptics and quality,
issues that are paramount for both brands and product ranges,” say the two managing 
directors Patrick Döring (Acar) and Alexander Ullmann (uma). www.acar-europe.de <
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B erlin is something special. The fact
that the GWW chose the capital as thethat the GWW chose the cap

eral meetlocation of its first annual gene -
f the proing as the unified association o -
s entirelymotional products industry wa

mportanceappropriate considering the im
the inauof the two-day event. Following -
 the pre-gural meeting in March 2015,
milestoneChristmas meeting was another m
sociation. in the history of the German ass
presentaMembers of all sections, i.e. rep -

tives of suppliers, consultants, brand owntives of suppliers consultants br -
ers and business partners met tto select 
their first board and to launch tthe joint 
work at GWW level. The presencce of the

industry in Berlin, in an environment where 
political and economic decisions are made,
also gave the entire event and the issues
under debate a special importance.

INVENTORY AND SELF-DISCOVERY
The first meeting day was mainly reserved 
for association and intra-industry topics: 
Reports by the chairperson, sections and
working groups provided an overview of 
the previous work results. Pending tasks 
had previously been identified at the sec-
tion meetings. The section business partg -

ude other industry-reners, which also inclu -
ers in addition to thelated service provid
ing in Berlin, amongPSI, used the meeti

other things, to specify their own self-im-
age. “We should make the industry ande should make the industry and
the politicians aware of how wide-rangingcians aware of how wide-ranging
the servicces that are directly and indirect-
ly relatedd to our industry actually are. If it 
is possiblle to integrate all of these compa-
nies, we will not only broaden the range
of servicees of our industry, but also give it
greater weight in the political arena thanks weight in the political arena thanks
to a strongger general association,” said sec-
tion spokeesman Manfred Schlösser. Draw-
ing up a communication strategy and imcommunication strategy and im-
plementing further studies were defined 
as future tasks of the section. The commu-
nication goal should be to increase the

GWW ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

ASSOCIATION WORK  
IS GATHERING SPEED
The General Association of the Promotional Products Industry (GWW) met on 16 and 17 
December in Berlin for its first annual general meeting since the association was newly for-rr
med. At the end of an eventful year in which the previous industry associations were merged 
into a unified association of the promotional products industry, the members experienced two
fully packed days with a highly interesting programme. 
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The newly elected GWW Board: (left to right) Michael Freter, Manfred Schlösser, Jürgen Geiger, Ronald Eckert, Patrick Politze, Frank Dangmann.  
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awareness of promotional products and to 
vividly depict what they can accomplish.

THE ASSOCIATION IS GROWING
In the annual report of the Board, Patrick 
Politze informed that 23 new members had
joined the GWW. The foundation of indus-
try representation is thus growing – a good
sign for the future. 2015 was an important 
year of consolidation for the unified asso-
ciation, which was very work-intensive with
five board meetings as well as several con-
trol and working group meetings. Politze
thanked the officiating board, the adviso-
ry committee and everyone who has been 
actively involved for their commitment, and
praised the fact that so many members have
been willing to perform association duties. 
The collaboration with the BGA is making The collaboration with the BGA 

ggood progress; headway is bein
cerelation to the topics of tax justic
rfication of taxation and cutting 
SContacts with the Austrian and 

nssociations have also been inten
vepecially with regard to joint surv
ndeconomic performance of the in

TREND CONCEPT TO BE REVISED
upThe Trade Shows working grou

cussed inter alia on an analysis of the Newscussed inter alia on an analysis of he News--
week and the Trend: As Ralf Samm
plained, the Newsweek essentiallyy
expectations of the participants: HH

several new locationss are to be selected to
optimise the tour. In ccontrast, however, the
Trend was not well reeceived in 2015, and
therefore the conceppt is currently being
reconsidered. It is concceivable that the event 
may be streamlined tto cover only one day
of the trade show; a ccentrally located ven-
ue is also being discussed. Despite critical 
voices, 86 per cent of the exhibitors and 
95 per cent of the visitors want to attend 
again.

EXPANSION OF THE TARGET GROUP 

OF PSI 2017
A major issue explained by Silke Frank from
PSI was the expansion of the target group
of the PSI in 2017. The basis for an expan-
sion of the target group is the concept of 

www.psi-network.de PSI Journal 2/2016

Thanks to the active participation

of many members, the association 

work has already gathered speed.

In recognition of many years of 

association work, Hans Joachim

Evers and Klaus Rosenberger 

were appointed honorary mem-

bers of GWW.
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a “PSI Consultant Day” elaborateed by the
GWW working group Trade Shoows. Pro-
motional product consultants and distrib-
utors, promotional product suppliers, man-
ufacturers of branded products annd the PSI 
Network are represented in the working 
group Trade Shows. The new conncept pro-
vides for promotional product consultants
who are organized in the PSI Neetwork to 
invite customers accredited beforehand to
visit the trade show on the final day of the 
event. All customers who visit the PSI Trade 
Show at the invitation of the trade receive 
admission tickets separately marked with 
an endorsement. The suppliers remain com-
mitted to the trade. It is also planned to 
move the trade show days of the PSI Trade
Show 2017 to Tuesday through to Thurs-
day, and for the trade show to be open un-
til 6 pm each day. Until now, the PSI has
taken place from Wednesday to Friday.

CONTROLLED INCLUSION  

OF INDUSTRY CUSTOMERS
“The decision to include industry custom-
ers in the trade show in a structured man-
ner carries great responsibility for the in-
dustry and is based on mutual trust” said
Patrick Politze who placed particular em-
phasis on the fruitful cooperation with 

med the fact that the the PSI. He welcom
rtunity to contributeGWW had the oppor
he trade show. “Weto the concept of th
nd make it clear in ahave to fly the flag an
ertising industry how dialogue with the adv
d diversified promoeffective, original an -
s an advertising metional products are a -

uld be a better place dium. And what cou
dustry’s largest tradeto do so than at the in

show in Europe?” Silke Frank emphasized
that suppliers are obliged to quote only
industry prices to invited industry cus-
tomers. As ever, the distributor remains
the actual business partner of the exhib-
itor. Thanks to the PSI Scan App, it is very 
easy to assign an industry customer to
the inviting consultant. “The PSI is the 
only event of the promotional product in-
dustry which includes industry custom-
ers in a controlled manner. This ensures 
that the entire value chain and thus our 
industry is provided with targeted sup-
port,” explained Frank.

TOPICS OF TOP PRIORITY
In conclusion, Patrick Politze said the fol-
lowing topics will be of particular concern
to the GWW when acting in the interests 
of its members in future:
• Communication/Public image: This par-

iinvolves anchoring promotional 
aas a preferable, promotionally ef-ff
rrm of advertising in the minds of 
rrs and raising the public’s aware-

ness of  this topic. The working group Comhis topic. The working group Com-
munication will address this issue. 
• Fair taxation: Fair and simplified taxa-

tion of promotional products is to be in-
tensively addressed in the political de-
bate as a major concern of the industry. 
To achieve this, it is important to involve
politicians as ambassadors. The panel 
discussion on the second day of the meet-
ing successfully demonstrated how such
an approach might look like.

• Compliance: The greatest need for ac-
tion has been identified in this area. It is
expedient that efforts be made to ensure 
the introduction of compliance rules that 
are „more friendly towards promotional 
products“.

• Strengthening the association: Follow-
ing the development and expansion of 
the association committees, the umbrel-
la association should expand and posi-
tion itself so that membership is consid-
ered a quality seal both within the indus-
try and externally. (e.g. also Code of Eth-
ics)

NEW BOARD AND  

HONORARY CHAIRMAN
The election of the new board headed by
Josef Bösl (Kahla) went quickly and with-
out a hitch. Those elected unanimously and
without abstention were: Patrick Politze

FFreter (PSI) with André Schwarz, BGA 
dd Manfred Parteina (ZAW), opening 
nnd day of the meeting.

Fact check: Dr. Janine v. Wolfers-

dorff (Institute of Finance and 

Taxation, Berlin) commenced the 

tax debate with her talk.

Justus Schneidewind talked about

the new insolvency law. 

Prof. Gabriel Felbermayr (above)

talked about the impact of migra-

tion. 

Legally compliant archiving of e-

mails is a must for all companies. 

Holger Bartsch (MacMan) (below)

clarified the situation.
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(Chairman), Michael Freter and Manfred
Schlösser (PSI, Business Partners Section), 
Jürgen Geiger (Suppliers Section), Ronald
Eckert (Consultants Section) and Frank Dan-
gmann (Brand Products Section). At the 
proposal of the Chairman, the outgoing 
former board members Hans Joachim Evers 
and Klaus Rosenberger were appointed
honorary members in recognitionn of their 
contribution to the association worrk. Evers 
was chairman of the earlier GWWW for 8 
years and chairman of bwg for 12 years; 
he has been honorary chairman of bwg
since 2015. Klaus Rosenberger ccan also 
look back on a long career in the associa-
tion: He headed the association oof brand
owners for 16 years and served on iits board
for a total of 20 years. Politze thankked both 
gentlemen for their commitment, especial-
ly in the unification process within the frame-
work of the constitution of the new unified
association GWW.

ADVERTISING BUDGETS ARE RISING 
The next day, the meeting of members con-
tinued at the premises of Deutsche Bank 
Unter den Linden. Both André Schwarz,
Deputy General Manager of BGA, and Man-
fred Parteina, Managing Director of ZAW, 
greeted the participants. With an increase
in advertising turnover in Germany by 2.3 
per cent to 50.3 billion euros, ZAW expects 
a positive result for the current advertis-
ing year. An increase in the budget is also 
expected in 2016. With regard to the in-
adequate political restrictions, cross-prod-
uct and cross-media minimum require-
ments have to defined.

PANEL DISCUSSION: POLITICIANS 

WERE SENSITIZED
eting, theDuring the second part of the mee
the agensubject of taxation policy was on t -
heard anda. First of all, the participants 
 Wolfersintroductory talk by Dr. Janine v. -

ation, Berdorf (Institute of Finance and Taxa -
rtant facts lin) who addressed the most impor
x debate. and problems of the current tax
certainlyThe highlight of the event was 

e taxation the subsequent discussion on the
of promotional products, which broughtgof promotional products which
together two members of the Bunndestag, 
Lothar Binding (MP, spokesman foor finan-
cial policy) and Olav Gutting (MP, CDU, 

rapporteur for income tax). The choice of 
Berlin as the meeting place certainly en-
hanced the willingness of the politicians 
to address the tax issues in the industry.
Apart from the participants already men-
tioned, Josef Bösl (Kahla/Thüringen Por-
zellan), Ronald Eckert (Döbler Werbear-
tikel) and Michael Pleines (Ferrero Germa-

e podium. During the ny) were also on the
metimes controversialconstructive and som
itical representativesdiscussion, the poli
the effort and discrimwere made aware of t -
ax law means for proination the current ta -
mpanies as well as for motional product com
 a good start to an imusers. The event was -
h will be further adportant issue, which -
king group Policy of dressed in the work

GWW. 

PROFESSIONAL LOBBYING  

IS IMPORTANT
Ronald Eckert, who took part in the panel 
discussion as a promotional product con-

CONCLUSION: GOOD START FOR GWW
Other lectures dealt with the practical mat-
ters concerning legally compliant archiv-
ing of e-mails (Holger Bartsch), the reform 
of the Insolvency Act (Justus Schneidewind, 
lawyer) and the economic and socio-polit-
ical perspectives of migration. The two
meeting days were thus a successful mix
of information, discussion and association 
work in the narrower sense. <

sultant, commented: “In my opinion, the
panel discussion was a real milestone on 
the road to reducing tthe tax disadvantag-
es for promotional prooducts. I believe that 
as a result of the citedd examples and the
candid discussions, booth MPs have recog-
nised the problems oof our industry and 
therefore of our custoomers in the use of 
promotional products. If professional lob-
bying by GWW can rely on open and willy g y ely on open and will-

ants, then I can imaging political participa -
anges that are in our ine there will be cha
the medium term.”interests, at least in t

The highlight of the meeting was 

the panel discussion: Dr. Janine v. 

Wolfersdorff, Ronald Eckert (Dö-

bler), Michael Pleines (Ferrero), 

Dr. Tanja Wiebe, Olav Gutting 

(CDU MP),  Lothar Binding (CDU 

MP) and Josef Bösl (Kahla) (left 

to right).
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T his year a new partner, the company 
uma, joined the group of hosting pro-

motional product suppliers Daiber, LM Ac-
cessoires, Jung Bonbon, Fare, Geiger-
Notes, mbw, Halfar, koziol, the Jung sub-
sidiary “emotion factory” and the indus-
try specialist for name badges and lan-
yards “Aditan”. Uma, the writing utensil
manufacturer from Fischerbach in the 
Black Forest, offers “a high degree of pro-
fessionalism, reliability, distributor loyal-

ty and an extremely interesting manufac-
turing site in Germany”. This was an-
nounced as the reason for inclusion in the 
Welcome Home family.

THE NEW PARTNER: UMA 
After the opening by host company koziol
in Erbach/Odenwald, the production facil-
ity of uma was the next Home site to be
visited. The focus of the visit to koziol »ide-
as for friends GmbH was on the walk-through 
“time machine” park showing the compa-

ny’s 85-year history, the 100 per cent “Made 
in Germany” production including refine-
ment, as well as a design event “How do I 
develop my own creative solutions?” At
uma, on the other hand, visitors not only
discovered the latest product innovations
and gained an insight into the manufac-
turing steps at the site, they also experi-
enced valuable “learning by doing”: eve-
ry visitor could create their own personal
writing utensil and keep it as a souvenir. 

QUALITY AND REFINEMENT 

HAND IN HAND
After two presentable interludes at the tried 
and tested event locations “Alte Gärtnerei” 
in Taufkirchen near Munich and “Edelfettwerk” 
in Hamburg, which complemented the Wel-
come Home series geographically, the stops
at the bag expert “Halfar System” in Biele-
feld and the umbrella manufacturer “Fare” 
in Remscheid allowed visitors to experi-
ence more than 300 new products and pro-
vided the opportunity to take a look behind 
the scenes of the companies and learn more
about the manufacturing of high-quality

WELCOME HOME 2015 

UNIQUE CONCEPT
For the sixth time the companies from the Welcome Home
event series welcomed professional promotional product dis-
tributors right across Germany. Once again the hosts of the 
event series invited their professional audience to gain an in-
sight into their companies and new collections at the begin-
ning of December 2015.

bels duc a ly.

PSI Journal 2/2016 www.psi-network.de
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The managing directors Kathrin Stühmeyer 

and Armin Halfar took turns at giving guided 

tou s.tours.

“This way please”: there were many interesting things to discover during the factory tour.

In Halfar System’s embroidery area.

The exhibitors generally had their hands full.

Part of the Welcome Home group for the first

time: the writing utensil specialists from uma.

www.psi-network.de PSI Journal 2/2016

too didn’t want to miss the opportunity to 
spontaneously look in on the manufactur-
ers at home. All in all, the Welcome Home 
event series embodies a visionary concept, 
also through its uniqueness, to present the 
creation of good and, therefore, also suc-
cessful promotional products in a direct
and profitable manner to the industry. <

tangible advertising products. Peter Lese-
berg, marketing and sales manager at Hal-
far, was pleased that the 150 guests from
the promotional product industry showed 
a great deal of interest in the new prod-
ucts. Managing directors Kathrin Stühmey-
er and Armin Halfar gave hourly tours
through the premises, explaining the spe-
cific characteristics of the business that
trains apprentices, as well as the history,
production process and refinement tech-
niques of modern, quality promotional bags.

MISSION SUCCESSFUL 
At the last stop in two weeks at Fare – which 
celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2015 –
visitors had the opportunity to watch the
screen printer in action, get to know the 
countless options in the area of domed pro-
motional products, or observe the engrav-
ing of laser stickers live. Of course, there
was also ample time for personal contact
with staff, which is ever so important for 
successful promotional product business. 
At the end the organisers were once again
able to look back on a successful event se-
ries. 830 people had already registered at 
the start. However, a large number of un-
registered guests also came along – they 
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A lthough basic data and conditions of 
the concept remained unchanged, there 

were several enticing new venues this time. 
There were also new faces among the group 
of exhibiting companies. PF Concept, SPS,
Esquire and Vossen replaced four depart-
ing promotional product  suppliers and com-
pleted the A&O team which again appealed 
with a balanced product mix, innovative
ideas and intensive consultation. The ma-

jor advantage of the tour is the get-togeth-
er with traditional roast goose, embedded
in the pre-Christmas atmosphere following 
the promotional products presentation,
which creates personal moments beyond
the “mere” business collaboration.

SUCCESSFUL START
Around 130 visitors experienced the suc-
cessful start of the Advent Tour in the his-
toric ambience of Zollenspieker Fährhaus 

in Hamburg-Kirchwerder directly on the riv-
er Elbe. The former ferry house with its
more than 750-year history has been oper-
ating for some time as an atmospheric res-
taurant, hotel and convention centre. Em-
bedded in the building is also the oldest 
piece of masonry of the Hanseatic city. And 
the floor of the dining room for the goose 
dinner originated from the ship floor of the
Queen Mary I.

A&O ADVENT TOUR 2015 

EIGHT ATMOSPHERIC LOCATIONS
The A&O Advent Tour, now an indispensable part of the landscape of industry events, began
its latest tour through Germany on Monday, 30 November. 23 suppliers in partnership  called 
at 8 selected locations within two weeks. Accompanying them in their luggage: Lots of new 
products for the promotional product industry.

began.

PSI Journal 2/2016 www.psi-network.de
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CONCEPT IS GAINING POPULARITY
At the beginning of the tour, the event co-
ordinator Martin Blindow, managing di-
rector of infoplus, already appeared very
confident about the success of this year’s
tour: “We have already received 350 ad-
vance registrations from companies with 
more than 800 people, including many well-
known and large commercial enterprises 
and ‘repeat offenders’. Even the opening 
date here is booked out. The concept of 
our A&O Advent Tour is becoming more 
and more popular. We deliberately chose
not to hold the meetings with the distrib-
utors at the usual exhibition halls, hotels
or conference halls, preferring atmospher-
ically and architecturally distinctive loca-
tions. The success and the consistently pos-
itive response of our guests encourage us
to continue the series along these lines.”
The other locations in the first week were 
the historical old estate of the family A.
Borsig in Nauen near Berlin with a “pleas-
ant get-together” in the vaulted cellar of 
the distillery, Hotel-Residence Klosterpforte

in Mareinfeld near Gütersloh and Landho-
tel Classhof near Düsseldorf (Martin Blin-
dow: “The place was packed!”).

WALLS STEEPED IN TRADITION 
On 7 December, the A&O Advent Tour start-
ed its second week in Jagdschloss Kran-
ichstein near Darmstadt. As at the previ-
ous locations, the suppliers were again
guests at a particularly noble location: The
three-winged building of the present ho-
tel dates back to the year 1580 when Land-
grave Georg I of Hesse-Darmstadt convert-
ed the former estate into a hunting lodge.
Over the centuries, the beautifully situat-
ed property has been rebuilt according to 
the style of each of its different aristocrat-
ic owners, and is today one of the few Ba-
roque hunting lodges that still exist in Ger-
many. Numerous famous guests have stayed 
here, including Queen Victoria. In a wing 
of this historical house, cheerful and mo-
tivated exhibitors presented their promo-
tional ideas with spring-like weather. The 
diverse product ranges lacked nothing and
ranged from clever give-aways to recog-

Everywhere dining was stylish such as here in the dining room of Zollenspieker Fährhaus 

o t e s p loo o t e Quee a y .on the ship floor of the Queen Mary I.

Dinner is served.

In keeping with the goose and the 

Christmas season: The logo of the

&O d e t ou .A&O Advent Tour.

www.psi-network.de PSI Journal 2/2016
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nised brands. In a relaxing and familiar at-
mosphere, there was a lot of time for talk-
ing, getting to know each other and for in-
tensifying contacts. “We had a great first
week with lots of interested visitors. Eve-
rywhere there was a lot going on, where-
by Berlin is always a little different. The
beautiful venues lift the mood, everyone
feels good, it is simply fun,” says Joep Raan-
huis of Joytex. Andrea Takacs and Anne
Mulder from Artihove attached consider-
able importance to the evening events with
traditional goose: “The pleasant round-ta-
ble discussions at dinner are ideally suit-
ed for networking. In the case of some cus-
tomers, we only really understood what 
their interests and needs actually are dur-
ing casual conversations in the evening.
In our view, this is why such events are 
very effective.”

NOTABLE INDUSTRY GUESTS
This „most popular“ location was followed
by Hotel Adler in Asperg near Ludwigs-
burg with its star restaurant (which of 
course was entirely booked out), the Son-
nenhausen estate (Glonn) not far from Mu-

nich (Martin Blindow: “Virtually every well-
known company in the industry was rep-
resented here – that makes us mighty
proud”) and finally Hotel Herzogspark in
Herzogenaurach, where the evening “end-
ed well after midnight with a cheerful group
of exhibitors”.

GOOSE DINNER WITH  

“SOCIALISING EFFECT”
Ultimately all the participants drew an en-
tirely positive conclusion. “Without excep-
tion, every day was successful for every-
one, with satisfied customers and guests. 
In particular, the roast goose dinner in the
evening prompted intensive discussions 
among customers again and again – and
by no means only about business matters.
This is how it should be, because the ‘so-
cialising effect’ of the tour cannot and
should not be underestimated. Unfortu-
nately, the weather was not always ideal;
we had to contend with heavy rains on 
some trips and at some locations. Fortu-
nately, our customers did not mind as al-
most all of them were present. In addition 
– and this is also worth mentioning – time

Many interested parties also called at Land-

hotel Classhof in Düsseldorf.

Beautiful brick building: The Borsig estate 

in Nauen near Berlin, the second stop on the

tour.tour.

t be o o t e o s g estate.
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after time guests who had not registered 
also attended. This can probably be put
down to curiosity,“ says Joep Raanhuis 
(Joytex), and sums up:“ The feedback from 
the customers can be summarised as fol-
lows: A trade show in a pleasant ‘informal’ 
atmosphere where envy is a foreign word 
and friendship is a matter of course. A lot 
of truly interesting new products were on 
show, and it was possible to examine them 
in peace and quiet and to receive expert 
advice.”

FURTHER IMPROVEMENT  

IN THE RESULT
The final assessment was impressive: “This 
year the figures have significantly risen 
again – between 12 and 25 per cent, de-
pending on the location,” says a delight-
ed Martin Blindow. “385 companies ac-
cepted our invitation and we welcomed 
more than 890 guests. We are especially 
proud of the significant increase in the
number of attendees of our ‘goose dinner’ 
with more than 575 participants – 65 per 
cent of the guests attended the evening 
event”. <

www.psi-network.de PSI Journal 2/2016

ea Güte slo as also good.

The goose is about to arrive: A leisurely round before dinner at Hotel Adler in Asperg 

near Ludwigsburg.

Lively discussions on the 

Sonnenhausen estate.

There was also a lot of interest in new 

products  at Jagdschloss Kranichstein near 

Darmstadt.
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A mong the group of guests at the an-
niversary celebrations were also col-

leagues from the head office in Bremen
and other Inspirion branches who did not 
want to miss the occasion to congratulate 
colleagues in Poland personally. Saturday 
afternoon was an open day for visitors to 
the Inspirion Poland building. In the in-

house print shop, the guests found out
about an extremely wide range of finish-
ing techniques and assured themselves of 
the printing competence of their Polish
hosts. Moreover there was also a guided 
tour of Trzebnica on the programme.The
anniversary party in the evening took place
in a former mill converted into a hotel where 

most of the party guests were staying. In
her congratulatory speech, Jolanta Kem-
pa, the Polish branch manager, reviewed
the last 10 years. In addition she praised
the commitment of all employees who had 
carefully planned the birthday celebrations
down to the last detail. “We are celebrat-
ing ourselves today and our passion for 
promotional materials. Ten years of Inspiri-
on Polska bear witness to a successful busi-
ness policy, of which we can all be proud.
Yet our achievements will not make us com-
placent. Every day the East European mar-
ket sets us new challenges which we as a 
reliable supplier with high-quality stand-
ards gladly face. We offer our customers 
professional service, including the finish-
ing of our promotional products,” said Kem-
pa. Other speakers included Inspirion Man-
aging Director, Sönke Hinrichs, who par-
ticularly praised the Polish hospitality.
Marek Długozima, the mayor of Trzebni-
ca, also attended the celebrations in order 
to pay tribute to the company with a solid
history. For, with approximately 100 staff,
Inspirion Polska is one of the largest em-
ployers in the town.

JOLLY PARTY
During the festive dinner, the internation-
al guests had the opportunity to get to know
each other better and strengthen business 
relationships. And, following custom, there 
was a multi-layered birthday cake for des-
sert. Later in the evening, the ‘birthday
child’ was toasted with blue and orange 
cocktails, the company colours of Inspiri-
on. The local folk band Mitlos took care of 

10 YEARS INSPIRION POLSKA 

GRAND CELEBRATION 
OF A MILESTONE
On the occasion of its 10th anniversary last October, Inspirion 
Polska celebrated its milestone anniversary in a big way in
Trzebnica. Around 150 guests, including many business part-
ners and customers from all over Europe, accepted the invita-
tion to come to Poland.

c s, Jola ta e pa, Sö e c s.
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The ballroom is full. The anniversary party can begin.



the musical entertainment. Some guests
did not limit themselves to dancing but
also showed their singing talents on stage,
striking up well-known melodies in their 
native language. 

“PERFECT HOSTS”
In the end Jolanta Kempa and her team
were rewarded for their intensive party 
preparations, for all the guests had fun and
some danced into the wee hours of the
morning. Sönke Hinrichs summed up the
anniversary party: “Our Polish colleagues
are perfect hosts and know how to cele-
brate! It was also nice to see that so many 
staff in our Polish branch were there from 
the beginning”. www.inspirion.eu <

The band “Mitlos” provided the musical accent of the evening. Singing into the microphone Dmitrij 

o t , a sp o e ployee o e e .Bortin, an Inspirion employee from Bremen.
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As the evening 

wore on: The 

guests enjoyed 

themselves on the

dance floor.

Welcoming the guests. From left to right: 

Jolanta Kempa, Sönke Hinrichs, Magdalena 

Kempa translates into English.

Mr. Hinrichs’ daughters showcased

Inspirion products in front of the 
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INDUSTRY

W ithin a strong group, our members
have managed to assert themselves 

very successfully in tightening markets and
secure their market position,” says DIE6 
supervisory board chairman Heinrich
Grübener. “Once again, we are seeing our 
strategic focus – to combine partner com-
panies’ purchasing turnovers in one strong 
marketing and purchasing association –
positively affirmed,” substantiates DIE6 
managing director Holger Kapanski. “It’s 
having a clearly positive effect on our pre-
dominantly medium-sized member com-
panies and their consolidated sales trends,
despite considerably enhanced competi-
tion and price pressure within the indus-
try. Beyond that, we are experiencing ad-

ditional affirmation through being joined
by the companies Eduard Wolf from Fürth 
and Jansen Verkaufsförderung from Mül-
heim an der Ruhr.” 

“WHOLE PACKAGE FITS”
“The whole DIE6 package fits our compa-
ny outstandingly,” says Torsten Jansen,
managing director of the company Jansen 
Verkaufsförderung, explaining why his com-
pany joined the association with effect from
1st January 2016. “The forward-looking fo-
cus of innovative promotional product com-
panies, an equally modern Internet pres-
ence, combined with the strong platform
in the form of the DIE6 print presence with
an exceedingly attractive catalogue are ma-
jor reasons that convinced my father and

me that our company should join.” In 1988
father Heiner Jansen founded the epony-
mous company in Mülheim: the company
has been exceedingly successful in the mar-
ket ever since and presents its service spec-
trum on more than 300 square metres of 
showroom at the company’s site. Since 1999 
father and son have jointly formed the man-
aging directorship of this full-service agen-
cy, which offers its clients a full package 
of services – from elaborate embossing 
through to warehousing and shipping.

CONVINCING MARKETING RANGE
1959 saw the founding of the company Ed-
uard Wolf in Nuremberg, which has been
managed in the second generation by Thilo
Wolf since 1993 and moved to Fürth in 
1997. The managing director’s main aim 
is to provide a stronger service to the re-
gional market in the economically strong 
region surrounding Nuremberg, Fürth and
Erlangen. “After interesting and highly in-
formative conversations I arrived at the con-
clusion that DIE6 can support us outstand-
ingly during this project. The marketing
range convinced me, and I also appreciate
the opportunity for intense dialogue with
other companies, as is everyday practice
at the association.” Both Thilo Wolf and 
Heiner and Torsten Jansen are convinced 
by the aggressive marketing strategy and 
comprehensive range of services offered
by DIE Promotion Service.
www.die6.de <

INTO THE NEW YEAR WITH TWO NEW MEMBERS

SOLID GROWTH AT 
ASSOCIATION DIE6
Promotional products association DIE6 is reviewing the out-
going business year, noting a satisfactory course and laun-
ching into 2016 with positive expectations. In addition, DIE6 
welcomes two new members, in the form of the companies 
Eduard Wolf and Jansen Verkaufsförderung.
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Heiner Jansen (left) and Torsten Jansen (right) look forward together 

with Holger Kapanski (2nd left) and Heinrich Grübener to collaborating 

with promotional products association DIE6. Photo: DIE6

Thilo Wolf was taken into their midst by Heinrich Grübener (left) and

Holger Kapanski once his membership had been registered. Photo: DIE6
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E verything with measure” – this is one of the maxims that could be read on the tem-
ple wall of the Oracle of Delphi in the 7th century BC. That philosophers among the 

“ancient Greeks” were mostly mathematicians is no coincidence, as the ancient Greek 
word “mathemata” simply means “knowledge”. A connection between the order of the
world and numbers was recognised. For Pythagoras (born 570 BC!), the pioneer of ma-
thematics and science known from our school days, the number (and its inherent har-
mony) was the origin and essence of all things. Among other fundamental mathemati-
cal laws, he discovered, among other things, the constant ratio between the length of 
the strings of a lyre and the basic musical intervals. So much for our brief digression 
to the beginnings of the roots underlying all metrology. On the following pages we look 
at something more mundane but equally important for our industry, quantitative pro-
motional products such as measuring instruments and watches as well as a promotio-
nal classic, the calendar. <

CALENDARS, WATCHES, MEASURE
QUANTITATIVE PROMOTION  
The product categories in this section are all products which rank highly both in popu-
larity as well as in usefulness. Although watches are actually measuring instruments,
they occupy a special position in this group. And calendars are in season all year round. 
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MINI-SIZE TOOL 
T he level with screwdriver from the Krüger & Gregoriades Im- & Export GmbH

product range proves to be an extremely handy mini tool made of metal, which
also contains two magnetic bits (Phillips and slot). It comes packed in a gift box and 
its size (approx. 12.8 x 1.3 cm) makes it an ideal giveaway. Other interesting offers 
can be had directly from the company. A wide-ranging, up-to-date product portfolio 
makes it possible to fulfil differing customer wishes. More than 900 articles are 
always kept in stock, is the word from Hamburg.
PSI 47203 • Krüger & Gregoriades Im- & Export GmbH • Tel +49 40 731021-80

info@kg-hamburg.de • www.kg-hamburg.de

SIGNPOST IN THE URBAN JUNGLE 
K eep on course, provide orientation, or say where to go. For this you need a

companion you can rely on. Like this compass with non-slip soft-grip cover and
a sturdy snap hook from the workshop at Troika Design. Thanks to its easily legible
dial, the direction can be read at a glance – for clear directions even in the urban 
jungle. Advertising can be printed on the back and/or engraved on the snap hook.
What is more, the engraving is also free of charge on orders of 100 or more.
PSI 46311 • Troika Germany GmbH • Tel +49 2662 95110

a.bauer@troika.de • www.troika.org

WWW.PFCONCEPT.COM

DISCOVER 
OUR 50 NEW 

STYLES
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ALWAYS IN THE KNOW
A ctivity trackers and calorie counters are currently very trendy. Everyone wants

to know how much exercise they are getting, how deep their sleep was and 
how many calories they have burned. This means monitoring their whole day so that 
they can optimise their health. But why should they have to wear a tracking armband 
as well as a watch on their wrists? The Avenue Field activity tracker combines a
high-quality digital watch with all the functions that no tracking armband should be 
without: a step counter, sleep monitor and calorie counter. The data collected is
available in a free, clearly arranged and easy to use App for iOS and Android. So now 
you will not only know what time it is, but you will also be able to monitor your 
activities throughout the day.
PSI 40972 • PF Concept International B.V. • Tel +31 71 3328911

weborders@nl.pfconcept.com • www.pfconcept.com

COUNTING DOWN THE DAYS UNTIL CHRISTMAS
T he next Advent season is not very far off, and the small XS Advent calendar from

Jung promises to be an effective way to advertise your company. It is filled with 
either 24 Brandt or 24 Gubor crispy chocolate balls and is a great way to advertise 
when on a small budget. This handy way to countdown the days until Christmas is 
made out of cardboard and only costs about one euro. It can be customised in four 
colours for a minimum order of 330 units. The strong brand-name chocolates of 
Brandt and Gubor make it an ideal giveaway to use for any purpose as they give the
company advertising a special way to win a customer’s trust and favour. The XS
Advent calendar is also a real hit when used as a mailing supplement or Christmas 
card when it arrives in time for the 1st of December.
PSI 41545 • Jung Bonbonfabrik GmbH & Co KG • Tel +49 7042 9070

zentrale@jung-europe.de • www.jung-europe.de
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WAKE-UP CALL INTO THE BLUE
T he “Modern Retro” alarm clock from Inspirion puts colour into the bedroom. 

The design alone is something to wake up for, since the alarm clock’s stylish
retro look, as well as the blue appliqués and operating buttons, are so appealing. The 
alarm is triggered by the retro signal bell. If necessary, the alarm can be set to two 
different times or alarm intervals for various days of the week. Thanks to the snooze 
function, sleepyheads are eased out of bed at five-minute intervals. The retro alarm
clock has a digital time and date display. And thanks to the blue background lighting,
you can know even at night what hour has been struck. It comes in a gift box.
PSI 42907 • Inspirion GmbH • Tel +49 421 5227-0

info@insprion.eu • www.inspirion.eu • www.promotiontops.de

SMART-FIT WATCH
T he “Smart-Fit” fitness band from Kasper & Richter has all 

of the technical sophistication of a fitness armband and can
monitor a person’s physical activities even while sleeping. The 
smart activity tracker, which is designed as a watch, can either 
be worn as a wristband or be carried in your pocket without
the band. It comes with a free App for Android and IOS.
“Smart Fit” can count the steps taken, the distance travelled 
and the calories burned in addition to displaying the time and 
date. It also features an alarm with a vibration mode and
informs you of any missed calls. The battery runs for approxi-
mately 14 days. There is space for advertising located on the
back of the watch (25 x 25 mm). 
PSI 40043 • Kasper & Richter GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 9131 50655-0

info@kasper-richter.de • www.kasper-richter.de
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AN EASY WAY TO READ TIME
T he “Time Line Max” is a radio-controlled clock with 

a large and very well-organised display so that you
can read the time easily even if you are standing far 
away. It is particularly suitable for entrance and recep-
tion areas, waiting rooms and offices. The clearly
arranged display makes it easier to manage your time.
It also indicates the day of the week and full date, which
makes it an ideal product for senior citizens or patients 
suffering from Alzheimer’s or dementia to use. “Time
Line Max” always displays the accurate time and date
because it receives the time via DCF 77 signals. What is 
more, it changes from summer to winter time automati-
cally. The week day can also be displayed in seven
different languages.
PSI 41875 • TFA Dostmann GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 9342 308-0

info@tfa-dostmann.de • www.tfa-dostmann.de
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EVERYTHING AT A GLANCE
H aving a good overview of your appointments is crucial for both your personal 

and professional life. The digital table calendar WT 25000 from the Technoline
brand brings structure to your daily routine and makes organising your day easier.
It features an automatic sequential display of the month with the calendar weeks and
individual days clearly marked in addition to displaying the radio controlled time and
the current inside temperature and humidity level. This battery-run calendar also 
features two alarms with a snooze mode and offers you plenty of space for advertis-
ing. Once set up, the WT2500 will be a really well-appreciated promotional product 
and will surely catch people’s attention.
PSI 43817 • Technotrade Import-Export GmbH • Tel +49 3375 216050

info@technotrade-berlin.de • www.technotrade-berlin.de

COLOUR HOURS
T he wall clock “Happy Hour” from TFA Dostmann is

a real highlight for any home, office, waiting room,
entrance or reception area, and is the perfect gift to give 
special customers. This clock puts an end to drab hours in 
the day. When you hang it on your wall, you will get to see the
hands of the clock light up in a different colour for the different 
times of the day. The extra flat frame has a matt metal design, which
underscores the clock’s modern look.
PSI 41875 • TFA Dostmann GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 9342 308-0

info@tfa-dostmann.de • www.tfa-dostmann.de
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MIT STEHAUFMÄNNCHEN-FUNKTION
TIMER-FUNKTION:
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Nachtlicht und Meetingtimer mit Erschütterungs-
sensor (6 Minuten Leuchtzeit) und Stehaufmänn-
chen-Funktion, weißes LED Licht, Aluminium/ABS

Auch als MEETINGTIMER verwendbar
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PREPARE RENOVATION WORK SAFELY
T he humidity detector MD from Brennenstuhl can help you safely 

carry out renovation work on or in your home. The device can 
easily determine the moisture level of different types of subfloorings 
like wood, or building materials, such as cement, brick, screen,
plasterboard, wallpaper coverings etc. Using the device prevents
mistakes like unintentionally drilling into a water pipe. The moisture 
level is displayed on a large LCD display and every measurement is
accompanied by an acoustic sound. Finishing can be added to the 
device upon request.
PSI 41141 • Hugo Brennenstuhl GmbH & Co. KG • Tel: +49 7071 8801-171

werbemittel@brennenstuhl.de • www.brennenstuhl.de

PERFECT TIMING IN THE KITCHEN
W hether pot roast or boiled egg – tastes differ. The

“Touch’n’Cook” kitchen timer from TOPiCO provides 
for the right consistency of food. With this kitchen timer, you 
can set the time exactly as desired. The LED kitchen timer 
has a digital display for 99 minutes and 59 seconds. A signal 
tone sounds when the time is up. It is easy to operate using
the touch keys on the display. Background lighting shows 
for about 30 seconds after a key is touched. In addition, the
kitchen timer has a fold-out stand on the back so that cooks
can always keep an eye on the time. Thanks to a magnet, this
timer can also be attached to the refrigerator.
PSI 44327 • Topico Handels GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 421 52270

sales@topico.de • www.topico.de
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CLOCKS IN OWN DESIGN 
R omanowski Design GmbH in Berlin offers original

watches made of paper (Tyvek). These are water 
repellent, recyclable, and tear-resistant. What is more,
the battery is easy to replace. Romanowski produces the 
clocks in any desired design “in a short time”, even in 
small quantities. All the watches are made by hand in 
Germany. All this makes these chronometers extremely 
flexible, innovative advertising vehicles that are always 
in view of the wearer and can be put to many different
uses. Apart from watches, the company also makes
wallets, smartphone cases, credit card cases, pencil
cases and other items out of paper.
PSI 44359 • Romanowski Design GmbH • Tel +49 30 64493417

romanowski-design@t-online.de • www.romanowski-design.com

MY M&M’S®

MAXI-, MIDI-, MINI-
EASTER BUNNY
, 40 g, 20 g, 6 g

From

3,700 pieces!

EASTER SPECI
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NEWNEW

www.ksw24.eu
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AWARD-WINNING DESIGN
T his chronograph watch is impressive with its stylish design

and functionality, and makes for an exclusive and high-
quality promotional gift for special customers. The water-proof 
watch displays the date and has two additional sub-dials. 
Traditional elements such as the black genuine leather wrist-
band and stainless steel case give it timeless elegance and 
durability. The simplified design and the all-black look lend the
watch an urban style. This exclusive combination was hon-
oured with an IF design award in 2015. Yink can engrave this
elegant watch by placing the logo of your choice on the steel
case. 
PSI 48779 • Yink – sprd.net AG • Tel +49 3413929440

service@yink.com • www.yink.com

FITNESS IN MIND
W ith the fitness watch “Charge”, Lehoff is presenting a 

high-performance activity armband which displays the
fitness status of the user in real-time as well as the telephone 
number of incoming calls. This armband will always keep you 
up-to-date. The smart activity meter tracks the number of steps 
you take, the distance travelled, the number of calories burned, 
the number of floors you have gone up, and the time you have
been actively moving. It can also monitor your sleep (including 
sleep rhythm) and features a mute vibration alarm. “Charge” 
is splash-proof and has a battery that works for up to 7 days. 
What is more, the fitbit App (for iOS/Android/WindowsPhone) 
can be used with this comfortable wristband for free. Lehoff 
would be happy to give you more detailed information on the
other features of this wristband.
PSI 41259 • Lehoff Im- und Export GmbH • Tel +49 40 529607-0

info@lehoff.de • www.lehoff.de
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BE ON THE SAFE SIDE
M acma is introducing an unusual device under its

‘measuring devices’ segment: a digital alcohol 
tester, which comes with a built-in cigarette lighter and 
USB cable. The tester can detect alcohol levels starting 
from an alcohol level of 0.01 per mill. It will sound an 
alarm if the alcohol level is higher than 0.5 per mill. 
The electrical cigarette lighter can also be used to light
cigarettes in windy or bad weather conditions. Macma 
prints advertising directly on the device.
PSI 40909 • Macma Werbeartikel oHG • Tel +49 911 9818133

verkauf@macma.de • www.macma.de

Hoechstmass Balzer GmbH

Wiesenstraße 13
D-65843 Sulzbach/Ts.

Telefon 0049 - 61 96/50 05-0
Telefax 0049 - 61 96/50 05 55

e-mail: info@hoechstmass.com
www.hoechstmass.com

www.youtube.com    
Hoechstmass Balzer - Messefilm

Seit 100 Jahren Maßbänder und Rollbandmaße

02
/1
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ACTIVITY ON YOUR WRIST
T he fitbit activity and sleep armband called “Flex” is a

narrow, really stylish wristband which records the number 
of steps taken, distance travelled and calories burned. At night
it can follow your sleep rhythm and in the morning it can wake
you up without making any noise. It also has a little light so you
can see if you have reached your personal goals. The smart
“Flex” is an ideal way to motivate yourself to get moving and 
more active.
PSI 41259 • Lehoff Im- und Export GmbH • Tel +49 40 529607-0

info@lehoff.de • www.lehoff.de

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
O n the subject of clocks and measuring instruments, the experts at Spranz 

offer a powerful “feel-good station” with indoor and outdoor thermometer 
(including outdoor radio sensor). This keeps the local temperature under 
control at all times. Also integrated into the device is an accurate, radio-con-
trolled digital clock (DC77) with date display. From the appearance alone, this
“feel-good station” makes for a good alternative design for the office, desk, or 
home. It comes in a design box. (The AA batteries required for it to run can be
included on request.) 
PSI 41462 • Spranz GmbH • Tel +49 261 98488-0

info@spranz.de • www.spranz.de 
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COMPANY

S till family-run, the company has been
in the market for 30 years. Barbara

Hofmann Cosmetic Pinsel GmbH manu-
factures and distributes high-quality cos-
metic brushes and accessories. A consist-
ently high quality, the finest materials and
careful workmanship of the products are 
the main focus of attention. And to some
extent, parts are still handmade at the
Flieden site near Fulda. The idea of focus-

ing on a cosmetic brush range, which now 
comprises five exclusive series, did not
come about at the outset, but was rather 
a logical development. It quickly became
apparent that continued success could only 
be ensured through the specialisation of 
the product portfolio. 

IT ALL BEGAN WITH A VISION
It all began in 1985 with a vision of the
company founder Lothar Thamm, the fa-

ther and father-in-law of today’s managing 
partners. He first established a company 
for toiletries: “Barbara Hofmann Vertriebs-
gesellschaft für internationale Parfümerie-
waren mbH” was born. The portfolio at 
that time comprised cosmetic accessories
for drugstore and perfumery products. In
the course of specialisation in cosmetic
brushes, the company was renamed “Bar-
bara Hofmann Cosmetic Pinsel GmbH” in
December 1989, not least to make it out-
wardly clear where the specialist experti-
se would be in the future.

A CORPORATE OBJECTIVE  

WITH HIGH STANDARDS
However, there was more to come than 
simply specialisation. Rather, a defined
corporate goal quickly emerged: to become
“the” specialist supplier of cosmetic brushes 
in Europe. To this end, a strategy was de-
veloped, which called for a continuous pre-
sence with clearly designed stands at high-
profile trade shows such as Beautyworld
Frankfurt, Beauty Düsseldorf, Cosmeeting
Paris and Cosmoprof Bologna. From a cor-
porate perspective, this is considered “an
important milestone of our success”. It 
quickly became clear that exports repre-
sent an enormous growth potential, but 

BARBARA HOFMANN COSMETIC PINSEL GMBH

INCENTIVE FOR  
CREATIVE CONCEPTS
When is a promotional product a good promotional product?
When it is tailored to the target group and hits the mark. If it 
also has to be unusual and surprising, so much the better. So 
why not a cosmetic brush? Proving that this works and that 
the concept is successful is demonstrated by the example of 
Barbara Hofmann Cosmetic Pinsel GmbH.

PSI Journal 2/2016 www.psi-network.de
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that the company would face completely 
new challenges. What was needed was a
great deal of flexibility to adapt to new
markets and their practices. In this con-
text, Barbara Hofmann Cosmetic Pinsel 
GmbH very quickly identified a key to suc-
cess: Language. With English, French, 
Dutch, Polish and Italian, the export staff 
have a good command of the major nati-
onal languages. Almost at the same time,
the demands on logistics and electronic 
data traffic increased. EDP adjustments
and continuous training have long since
become an ongoing task. Punctual delive-
ries to all countries according to the indi-
vidual instructions of customers now lo-
cated throughout Europe, partly on spe-
cial pallets with corresponding barcode la-
bels, already belong to the daily routine.
And, in some cases, customized private la-
bels have been made for years.

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT INDUSTRY 

AS AN ADDITIONAL MAINSTAY
Over the years, the promotional product 
industry has also become an additional 
pillar. Here too, Barbara Hofmann Cos-
metic Pinsel GmbH has attracted a stea-
dy clientele for which the company has
time and again developed new ideas and
concepts – according to the customer’s 
requirements and very individual. The suc-
cess of the professionals from Flieden has 
proven them right: “The cosmetic brush 
as a special, unusual promotional product 
has already pleasantly surprised many cu-
stomers. The PSI Trade Show in Düssel-
dorf has become indispensable as a spe-
cial exhibition location for us” says the 
company.

RELIABILITY AND SAFETY  

AS IMPORTANT ASPECTS
An appealing product selection is one thing. 
Long-term success, however, depends on
much more. Apart from its product range, 
a strong argument for Barbara Hofmann 
Cosmetic Pinsel GmbH is its size. “As a me-
dium-sized company, we are a trustworthy
partner for our customers thanks to our 
speed, reliability and our decision-making
competence at short distances. Streamlined
competent structures in all sectors, as well 

as a solid commercial base guarantee plan-
ning reliability “Product safety has become.”
another increasingly important aspect in
the course of our development. In order to 
meet legal requirements and the ever-ex-
panding demands on materials, the com-
pany works with experts in the industry. 
Product testing by independent laborato-
ries of Hansecontrol in Hamburg and the
Far East offer Barbara Hofmann Cosmetic 
Pinsel GmbH and its customers a sense of 
security. Manufacturing the products at
BSCI-certified factories ensures the com-
pliance of on-site employees with interna-
tional standards.

RESPONSIBILITY HAS MANY FACES
The Flieden-based company believes it has 
a responsibility – and in many respects:
deeply rooted entrepreneurially in terms
of product quality and product safety, cu-

stomer focus and customer satisfaction, in 
social terms as well as in the local commu-
nity. With more than 80 employees, the
company is a major employer in the regi-
on. A particularly high priority is also gi-
ven to social projects. It is no coincidence 
that the company is one of the founding 
members of the associations “Kinder im 
Königreich” and “Fliedener Tisch”, and has 
acted as a sponsor of dkms-live, SOS Kin-
derdorf and Greenpeace for many years. 
Environmental protection is at any rate an 
important issue. Wherever possible, packa-
ging is avoided. If it is necessary, recycla-
ble materials are used. Electricity is gene-
rated by an in-house photovoltaic system.
Energy-saving lighting and heating systems 
meet the latest standards.

INTERIM CONCLUSION  

AND PERSPECTIVE
Is there such a thing as an interim conclu-
sion after 30 years of corporate existence? 
“In all modesty, we can look back with pride
on what we have achieved. As an interna-
tional supplier of innovative and trendy pro-
ducts, Barbara Hofmann Cosmetic Pinsel 
GmbH offers a perfect price-performance
ratio. The diversity of our satisfied custo-
mers from the specialist trade, industry and 
promotional products confirms this time 
and again” is the word from Flieden. “This 
is not only praise for us, but also an incen-
tive to provide unprecedented creative con-
cepts.” Let the future come. <

www.psi-network.de PSI Journal 2/2016
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COMPANY

W hat makes an event a success? Good, 
well-conceived organisation. What 

makes a restaurant a success? Good food, 
attentive service, pleasant surroundings. And 
what is the hallmark of a good hotel? Com-
fortable beds, an abundant breakfast buffet,
an attractive pool. All these factors are cer-
tainly important in making guests feel good,
but the success of a host is primarily de-

pendent on whether visitors keep the estab-
lishment in good memory, whether they are
happy to come back, and even willing to re-
commend it to others. The discreetly ap-
plied logo on napkins, cutlery sleeves, or 
perhaps on the drinking straw in a cocktail 
can help do just this. “However, the topic of 
advertising is often neglected, especially at
SMEs,” Christian Darmstädter notes. 

MANY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
The 41-year-old knows what he is talking 
about. He worked for sixteen years as a 
specialist and executive in the upmarket
catering and hotel business, gathering ex-
perience at home and abroad, completing 
state degrees at the college of hotel man-
agement and many degrees focusing on
marketing and consulting. “I often spent 
a long time looking for reliable suppliers 
who could print a company logo on pro-
motional products for the establishments
where I worked,” Darmstädter recalls. This 
gave rise to the idea of an advertising agen-
cy specialising in low-priced products for 
the catering and hotel business.

EVERYTHING FROM  

A ONE-STOP SHOP 
Founded in 2005, at first exclusively as a
paper printing company for the gastronom-
ic commodities markets, the focus of GAS-
TROMEA soon shifted to producing pro-
motional products of its own for the Ger-
man-speaking region. Today, the compa-
ny has five main categories in its online
shop: cups, drinking straws, edibles and 
beverages, light and shadow, and paper 
printing. “What makes it special is that we
can put printing on nearly all the products 

GASTROMEA: PERSONALISED ADVERTISING 

A PATHWAY  
TO SUCCESS
Printed drinking straws, sugar sticks designed as desired, 
thermal mugs, and paper cups for coffee to go – caterers and 
hoteliers can stick in the memory of their guests in many dif-ff
ferent, even unusual ways. Christian Darmstädter’s company,
GASTROMEA, specialises in just such products and runs 
“Germany’s first event item printing house for catering and 
the hotel business”.
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posted here,” Christian Darmstädter em-
phasizes. Of the products, 85 per cent can
be customised, that is, can be tailored to 
the needs of specific customers, for in-
stance, with the logo or lettering of the re-
spective hotel, restaurant, or host. GAS-
TROMEA’s offer is aimed principally at the 
promotional products industry. “Our prod-
ucts and service are directed both to large 
restaurants or hotel chains, as well as SMEs
or individual event organizers,” the man-
aging director explains. Each customer 
benefits from the fact that GASTROMEA 
is a one-stop shop. The goal is to distrib-
ute these products only through promo-
tional products consultants. 

GENUINE ADDED VALUE AND BENEFIT 
“We have items almost nobody knows about,
but which can generate added value if used 
properly. For instance, I am talking about 
our drinking straw sticker. Used properly, 
this sticker can attract more visitors. If an
end consumer makes inquiries with a pro-
motional products consultant, we would
simply like the consultant to know our prod-
ucts and thus give the customer in addi-
tion a genuine benefit for his event. To this
end, we make all useful selling tools avail-
able,” Darmstädter explains.

 EXTENSIVE AND EXTRAORDINARY 
GASTROMEA’s customers benefit from two 
advantages: on the one hand, they have an 
extensive product range to choose from,
covering both the design and production 
of event items, such as ear plugs, logo tea 
candles and the like, as well as commodi-
ties, such as napkins, cutlery sleeves, or 
sugar sticks with customers advertising
printed on them; on the other hand, the 
range even includes extraordinary promo-
tional products, such as printed straws, or-
ganic paper cups, or mailing envelopes
with customized contents, such as tea, spic-
es, or contents supplied by the clients. 

THE GUEST AS CUSTOMER 
Because he is an advertising expert, chang-
ing the view of the industry is also impor-
tant to Darmstädter, that is, to see custom-
ers as guests and to make service look like
this is the case. “The fact is, guests in a 

hotel or restaurant place different, and usu-
ally higher, expectations on the products 
and service than customers in a store. In 
a nutshell, you could say that guests are
always the most difficult customers,” he 
explains. The definition of service must
therefore be to identify guests’ needs and 
orienting the service accordingly. “And not
only are upmarket caterers or hotel oper-
ators hosts,” Christian Darmstädter notes, 
“but also operators of a snack bar or street 
café, filling station dealers, or trade show 
organisers.” Distributors of promotional
products, who are interested in finding out 
more about the company’s product range 
and services, can do so on the website of 
the specialists for customised event and 
catering products. <

GASTROMEA 
Cups + Straws + Sweets & more

Bahnhofstraße 31

D-42781 Haan

Tel. +49 2129 5678-654 

info@bedrucken-gastro.de 

www.bedrucken-gastro.de
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Today, the company has five main categories 

in its online shop: cups, drinking straws, eata

ble and drinkable products, light and shadow

and paper printing – all products which, when

used correctly, provide a real added value. 

Discreetly affixed logo on napkins, cutlery 

bags or perhaps the straw in a cocktail can 

help to ensure that the guest comes back.
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PORTRAIT

ULRICH AND PHILIPP MEHL 

PIONEERS OF 
TEXTILE FINISHING
Jura Textilgesellschaft mbH with headquarters in the Swabi-
an town of Ofterdingen/Germany is a textile company and 
modern finishing operation that produces high-quality pro-
motional textiles. Within three generations, the company 
has developed from a pure “manufacturer of terry pro-
ducts” into an international specialist covering all aspects
of modern textile business. A well-known protagonist of 
this successful development in the industry is Ulrich Mehl 
who has built up his company with a great deal of tact since 
1987 and has now placed the management into the hands 
of his son Philipp.
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W e met company founder Ulrich Mehl
and his son and successor in the man-

agement, Philipp Mehl, in the meeting room
of the company headquarters of Jura in
Ofterdingen at the foot of the Swabian Alb 
– a region that has a long tradition in the
textile processing industry. This includes 
the company Jura, named after the geo-
logical formation of this region, which is 
also visually reflected in the current logo
in the form of a snail fossil often found in 
these geological layers. The roots of Jura 
Textil date back to the business of Ulrich
Mehl’s parents, the company Frottierwe-
berei Eugen Mehl founded in Mössingen
in 1928. This quickly attained supraregion-
al recognition under the registered trade-
mark “Jura”. In the early 1980s, embroi-
dered finishing also drew the attention of 
the promotional product industry. In 1979,
Ulrich Mehl had already joined his par-
ents’ company. He had gradually expand-
ed his expertise in this field and recog-
nised the significance of embroidered ter-
ry articles as promotional products. By reg-
ularly participating at the PSI Trade Show
from 1982 with the company Frottierwe-
berei, then later as Jura Textil, a new at-
tractive business segment opened up for 
Jura, on which the company subsequent-
ly focussed its entire attention. Ulrich Mehl
and his company are thus among the pio-
neers in the promotional textile industry.

TRADITIONAL VALUES
In the course of restructuring made nec-
essary by changes to the overall econom-
ic conditions, he finally took over the man-
agement of Jura Textilgesellschaft mbH
which he founded in 1987. The company 
had already made a name for itself and 
gained a loyal customer base thanks to high 
quality, reliability and short delivery times.
Since 1987, Jura has also succeeded in grad-
ually enlarging its spectrum of customers 
as a loyal partner of the promotional prod-
uct trade. “Initially, we still focused on our 
original core business, the embroidery and 
trading of hand towels, bath towels and 
bathrobes. By specialising in textile adver-
tising, we gradually searched for and found
good suppliers and expanded our finish-
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ing range beyond terry products to include
promotional textiles for outerwear,” says 
Ulrich Mehl. During the expansion of the 
company, Jura also benefited from quality
and reliability, the traditional values that 
have always characterised the company 
since it was founded in 1928. “Openness
and honesty when dealing with our cus-
tomers has always been the key to mutu-
al trust,” emphasizes Mehl when explain-
ing the reasons for a continual further de-
velopment of his company based on con-
tinuous consolidation.

“ULI FROM JURA”
Especially in the 1990s and 2000s, Ulrich
Mehl was one of the first persons to cre-
ate an additional centre of attraction be-
yond the mere presentation of products
with his embroidery machine at countless
PSI and in-house trade shows. He man-
aged to gradually increase his level of rec-
ognition within the promotional product 
industry. His first appearance with Jura Tex-
tilgesellschaft mbH at the PSI in 1989 re-
mains unforgettable: He made a virtue of 
necessity by covering the otherwise emp-
ty partition walls of his stand with terry 
towels, a spontaneous idea with great pub-
lic appeal. “That caught on and enabled
many new customer contacts to be made,”
recalls Ulrich Mehl. Meanwhile, he has
worked for almost all major promotional
product distributors in Germany and is also 
very well known to most of them. Many re-
fer to him as “Uli from Jura”. And Jura ex-
panded. What began in the founding years 
with “trading with terry products in the ga-
rage”, gradually developed into a power-
ful competence centre for textiles and fin-
ishing with an international format. In 1999, 
the company erected a spacious building
at the site in Ofterdingen which is conven-
iently located near Stuttgart.

EXCLUSIVE COLLECTIONS
Here is where the challenges of the future
were tackled with determination. “We were 
constantly trying to expand our brand and
product portfolio. To this day, we have man-
aged to constantly integrate new renowned
textile manufacturers and a new trademark 
into our portfolio,” says Ulrich Mehl. “Cus-

tomers’ wishes are becoming increasing-
ly specific. This requires a wider range of 
products,” he adds. This was one of the
reasons to also introduce a proprietary
brand. Under the “Ammonite” label (also
derived from the local geology), Jura Tex-
til now offers the promotional product mar-
ket customised products produced in Eu-
rope under fair and ecologically sustaina-
ble conditions. “The products are manu-
factured in Turkey, thus ensuring much 
faster delivery compared to products con-
ventionally imported from the Far East. We
also carry out the final inspection here our-

selves. As part of the Jura brand strategy, 
we also strive to launch small yet more
flexible labels in the market. An example 
of this is the decidedly sporty collection of 
the Swedish brand Matterhorn, which we 
distribute exclusively in Germany,” explains 
Philipp Mehl, who in the course of the gen-
eration change is gradually taking over the
company from his father after having tak-
en over the management at the beginning
of 2015.

JOINT DECISIONS
Philipp Mehl joined his parents’ company 
in 2008. He studied business administra-
tion at the University of Stuttgart, special-
ising in industrial management. Although 
he did his traineeship at a Reutlingen-based
manufacturer of commercial kitchens and
had the opportunity to take over a mana-
gerial position there, the challenge to run

his own business ultimately appealed to 
him. So he decided to take over the com-
pany from his father. “The basic idea in
the continuation of the company was to 
work alongside my father for some time in 
order to familiarise myself with all the pe-
culiarities and processes,” says Philipp 
Mehl, emphasising how important the sup-
port of his father Ulrich was and is. Plans 
and decisions are made, discussed and 
adopted jointly. Initially the aim was to over-
come the difficult phase of the economic 
crisis in 2008 which Jura Textil also expe-
rienced. “Despite short-time work, we did 
not have to dismiss any of our long-serv-
ing employees,” says Ulrich Mehl.

WISE INVESTMENTS
Jura emerged from the crisis stronger than
before and managed to continuously de-

velop thanks to wise investments in work 
area, storage, machinery and sales. In 2013, 
the capacity of the premises was increased 
to include a modern high-bay warehouse
with 432 pallet spaces, and thus also the
logistics and services sector in order to be
able to respond more flexibly to customer 
requests for the full-service business. Jura
Textil has thus redefined itself in the past 
three years and evolved from a “sticker”
to a diversified enterprise that covers all 
aspects of the textile business: distribution 
of promotional textiles, corporate fashion,
work clothes, bags and terry cloth – finish-
ing by means of embroidery, screen print-
ing , transfer printing and digital printing
– design and production of private label
models and collections – fulfilment servic-
es and shop solutions. In addition, the busi-
ness area was expanded beyond Germa-
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ny to include the Austrian and Swiss markets. In the field of cus-
tomised productions, Jura Textil is also capable of responding 
flexibly to detailed design requests – for example, a polo shirt 
from just 300 units. Among other things, an in-house (award-win-
ning) fashion designer who designs high-quality photo montag-
es of implementable models according to specifications ensures 
the implementation of a top design. 

RELIABILITY AND QUALITY
Currently Jura Textil has 31 employees and offers its promotion-
al partners a comprehensive service characterized by reliability
and uncompromising quality. And the customers appreciate it.
“Our partners in the promotional product industry are prepared 
to pay reasonable prices for quality and service,” says Ulrich Mehl. 
After finishing, the products are specially checked again before 
packing and shipping. At any rate, Jura has so far managed to
meet its claims and satisfy every customer. In order to explain the
numerous possibilities of textiles and their finishing options to 
customers on site, the experienced and well-known industry in-
sider Stefan Hafner joined the company’s field sales team in Au-
gust 2015. In addition, customers regularly receive the latest in-
formation in newsletters and by e-mail. As a training company,
Jura also ensures there is no shortage of qualified junior staff. The
current team consists predominantly of in-house “Jura trainees”.

CHANGEOVER WITH A CLEAR CONSCIENCE
Under these conditions, Ulrich Mehl was able to hand over his 
very well-positioned company to his son with a clear conscience.
Officially, he already retired in November 2015, but as he report-
ed, he was only able to reduce his workload from roughly 60 to
about 40 hours per week. He still works actively alongside his son
and looks after long-standing customers. Philipp Mehl still sees 
him as an advisor who is able and allowed to “continue to influ-
ence the company’s history with his experience”. However, he 
now also has a little more time for his four grandchildren and his
hobbies table tennis and cycling. Incidentally his wife, Helena
Bühler-Mehl, who together with Ulrich Mehl founded Jura Tex-
til, still works as a consultant for the company: As a partner and
self-employed tax consultant, she is responsible for the financial
matters of the finishing professionals of Jura Textil.
www.jura-textil.de <

ULRICH MEHL 
IN PERSON 
What was your first thought this morning?
Nice weather! – It should be a good day. 

When is your day a good one?
When I’m in good spirits and there is a harmonious am-
bience at work and in my private life. 

What gets you in a good mood? 
Good discussions and good food. 

And what drives you crazy?
Nagging and deadline pressure. 

What are you most likely to forgive yourself for?
I honestly don‘t know. 

When do you lose track of time?
When I’m relaxing with good music.  

If you were forced to take a four-week holiday, where would 
you go? 
To a sunny island.

What do you like spending your money on?
On good food, good music and good wine. 

Do you let yourself be seduced by advertisements?
Certainly sometimes.  

When is a promotional product a good promotional product? 
When it delivers what it promises. 

What is the best promotional product you have ever received? 
I really can’t say.

What do you find irritating in relation to promotional pro-
ducts?
When they are primitive and meaningless.
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SIMPLY WELL-DRESSED
S tyle can often signify modesty. The company ‘uma’ is convinced that there are 

quite a few great ideas from the world of fashion which can enhance the design 
of its writing instruments. The new FASHION model is one such example: This 
elegant retractable ballpoint pen has a straight, shiny shaft that comes only in black 
or white. The design of the shaft is intentionally plain and simple. The pen also
features a straight, transparent and shiny clip available in 10 different colour varia-
tions, which contrasts with the simple design of the shaft in a stylish way. It gives 
FASHION that special ‘something’ and flair. The clip’s design is sure to attract lots
of attention as it looks like a clip used for ties, which highlights the personality and 
charm of the person wearing it. Isn’t this an optimal platform for getting across
sophisticated advertising messages? FASHION is particularly suitable for using
digital printing, which means the entire shaft can be imprinted.  Of course, adverti-
sing can be placed on the pen in other ways, too (e.g. on the clip). Long-lasting 
writing enjoyment is guaranteed with the tried and test uma TECH refill, the nickel
silver tip, the tungsten carbide ball and the paste made according to the ISO standard.
PSI 41848 • UMA Schreibgeräte Ullmann GmbH • Tel +49 7832 707-0

info@uma-pen.com • www.uma-pen.com

A NEW MEMBER OF LANYBOOK 
L anybook powered by Lediberg Group is the brand trusted 

by brands. Many major brands and quality companies use
Lanybook as a means of communication and image carrier. They
produce quality and also rely on products that support this quality
for their public image. The Lanybook gives them the security of 
knowing that their budget is used wisely. A new member of the
Lanybook series is the Lanybook Liebherr. It features a Tucson
hardcover with full-surface embossing. The book has a logo print
on each side. Particularly noteworthy is the contrasting stitching 
on the book cover, which separates the spine from the cover, thus
giving the Lanybook an elegant and exclusive appearance. Accor-
ding to Lediberg, the delivery time is 6 to 8 weeks and the mini-
mum order quantity is 300 units. Each Lanybook is, of course, 
delivered with FSC certified paper and in this respect meets the 
highest requirements for respectful handling of the environment.
PSI 42438 • Lediberg GmbH • Tel +49 5261 606-0

info@lediberg.de • www.b2b.lanybook.com
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FLEXIBLE FLASHLIGHT
W ho hasn’t experienced this situation? While tinkering in the house, a screw

or nail disappears into the depths of the carpet. The Grip Flashlight 
provides a remedy here in many ways. As a flashlight it illuminates everything
with three bright white LED lamps. The lamp also has a telescopic function with 
which one can extend the head of the lamp to over 56.6 centimetres and thus
also reach into remote corners. The flexible telescopic head is also magnetic.
Thus, this flashlight has a wide range of applications. It is available in blue, silver 
metal and black. 
P

in

LUSCIOUS MESSAGES IN A CUP
J ung Bonbonfabrik brought an innovative packaging concept to the PSI: the

promotional cup. Adapted from the classic ice-cream sundae, known from 
Italian ice-cream makers by young and old, it offers generous all-around space 
for stylish promotional messages. It is filled with 45 grams of crunchy chocolate 
peanuts which are kept fresh by an aluminium ring-pull seal. The cup is availa-
ble with either an all-round promotional sleeve or directly printed, in 4c print.
Information and samples can be ordered from the Jung team of advisors.
PSI 41545 • Jung Bonbonfabrik GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 7042 9070

zentrale@jung-europe.de • www.jung-europe.de
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THROUGH THICK AND THIN
T he new shapely squeeze-grip knife SECUPRO 625 boasts

a high standard: Premium. It features a particularly
high-quality aluminium handle, a large cutting depth and a 
fully automatic blade retraction which enables the handle to
instantly disappear into the blade after cutting and thus safely 
protect the user against cuts. The blade can be changed 
quickly and easily. Opening the handle is not necessary as the
used blade is virtually “served” by means of the blade change
knob and lever, thus enabling it to be easily removed. Another 
convenient feature: the Martor training and instruction media
that help the customer with all cutting jobs after purchasing
the product.
PSI 40111 • MARTOR KG • Tel +49 212 25805-0

info@martor.de • www.martor.com

PHENOMENAL TOOL
W ith Kraftform Kompakt 28 from Wera, it is very easy to 

have the most important tools for screws and nuts at 
hand which you can use with just one push of a button. The
ergonomic Kraftform handle comes with six built-in bits, 
which have the most common screw head profiles. The set 
also contains a stainless steel bit holder with a snap ring and a
permanent magnet, which makes it easy to connect the bits to 
the handle. Its small extra feature is the hexagon shape of the 
handle, which prevents the tool from slipping out of your hand.
This phenomenal tool is available in high-quality gift wrapping,
which can be finished with an imprint of a customised logo for 
a minimum order of 100 units.
PSI 48078 • Wera Werk • Tel +49 202 4045144

matuschek@wera.de • www.wera.de

MUSICALLY ON THE GO
T he Bluetooth loudspeaker HEJU Tilia transports music from your smartphone 

with ease wherever you go. A perfect advertising medium for any company logo,
the HEJU Tilia impresses with its diabolo shape and printable silicone ring in the 
middle, which is available in all desired colours. The plastic loudspeaker is available 
in black, white, red or blue. The loudspeaker is 65 x 66 millimetres in size, the
advertising space on the silicone ring measures 30 x 20 millimetres. Music can be
heard with a micro SD card even without a smartphone. In addition, the HEJU Tilia
has a radio function and a speakerphone.
PSI 48108 • KMS Kafitz Medienservice GmbH • Tel +49 2234 9908-0

rk@kms.eu • www.kms.eu
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QUALITY GRADE A
T he competent advice, the reliable delivery service, combined with the generous

product guarantee which extends without time limit to all material and manufac-
turing defects, makes successful promoting with products from Victorinox a sure
thing. The Swiss knife maker and think tank offers classics in a modern look in an
extremely wide and multi-layered variety for every target group. Among the multi-
purpose tools alone, more than 250 models are available, and in the case of 
household and professional knives, there are 150. Added to this is a multitude of 
colour and material variants, right through to customising. Value is likewise placed 
on best-in-class standard for the six finishing options on offer. Victorinox screen 
prints boast a first-class unique feature with their applied protective lacquer.
PSI 44281 • Victorinox AG • Tel +41 41 8181211

B2B.ch@victorinox.com • www.victorinox.com

“JUST ONE MORE”
E namel continues to be a very popular material. This authentic and traditionally-

used material is impressive because of how it can be used and the fact that it 
can be used for a very long time which means it fulfils the market’s demand for 
sustainable materials. A useful present for parties is the shot glass tray called
Schnapskelle, which looks like a bricklayer’s trowel; it comes with shot glasses and a
bell. This product comes in a variety of different colours and can either be ordered to 
come with or without the enamel sign “Just one more”. Special colour editions are
available starting from 100 units. 
PSI 48938 • Münder-Email GmbH • Tel  +49 5043 973660

r.weber@muender-email.de • www.muender-email.com
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MODERN ADVERTISING 
T he new retractable ballpoint pens STABILO style and STABILO style metal truly live up to their names. 

The pens feature an extra thick clicker, and are sure to impress modern target groups with their design
and high level of comfort. STABILO style and STABILO style metal are known for their comfortable, extra
wide clicker that rounds off its modern design. The pens also live up to their name in terms of quality
with their jumbo refill. The plastic version of STABILO style is really impressive with its soft-touch surface 
and the wonderful way it lies in your hand. STABILO style comes in six attractive, standard full colours and 
features a white shaft and a fully coloured upper part, thus ensuring that an advertising message really 
stands out. The plastic version of STABILO style is also available in pantone colours. The shiny metal 
version features an elegant black clicker. Advertising is placed on the shaft and can be finished with 
decorative reliefs. Other striking variations and finishing techniques for the soft-touch surface are available, 
including relief printing. These options make STABILO style a very special promotional product as it is sure 
to leave a lasting impression among discerning target groups.
PSI 43287 • Schwan-STABILO Promotion Products GmbH & Co. KG • Tel +49 911 5673455 

service@stabilo-promotion.com • www.stabilo-promotion.com

ORIGINAL WITH FINE CHOCOLATE
T he company Cokoladovny Fikar from the Czech town of Kurim specialises in customised promotional

products made from chocolate and has been operating successfully on the market since 1998. The 
manufacturer is capable of producing almost any desired shape in almost any format. Examples of the
company’s diverse product portfolio enriched with constant innovations are chocolate notebooks, cars, 
matches, airplanes and much more, which Cokoladovny Fikar mainly supplies to customers of advertising
agencies and distributors. If you are looking for original promotional ideas made from chocolate, 
Cokoladovny Fikar is the right place for you. All products are made from Belgian chocolate. Thanks to the
latest manufacturing technology, the Czechs can, for example, also create highly detailed reliefs from white 
chocolate.
PSI 46874 • Čokoladovny Fikar s.r.o. • Tel +420 0541 231428 

cokoladovny@fikar.cz • www.fikar.cz

NEW ON THE MARKET
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PSI Product Finder

PSI No. 49620 www.dergugl.de

Die Einladung bei Freunden,
der Dank an die Kollegen, der
besondere Geburtstagsgruß,
das einnehmende Kundengeschenk
... es gibt so viele Situationen,
um jemandem eine Freude zu
machen: Dafür gibt es jetzt den
kleinen Gugl.

Mehr Infos und Bestell -
möglichkeiten unter
www.dergugl.de

DerGUGL – 
das Glück darf auch klein sein

DerGuGG gl MaMM naa unn faka tur GmGG bm H & Co. KGKK
Georgenstraßaa e 58 80799 MüMM nüü chen
PSI-Nr: 49620

KALENDER / CALENDARS

www.arti-group.de

Arti Kalender & 
Promotion Service GmbH
Carl-Bertelsmann-Straße 161 K 
33311 Gütersloh
Tel.: +495241 80-88899
Fax: +495241 80-9525
info@arti-group.de 
www.arti-group.de

Bildkalender | Organisationskalender | Terminkalender | Notizbücher
DIE KALENDER WELT 

Besuchen Sie unseren Stand auf 
der PSI!

Halle 10

10 F24

F

G

PSI No. 40661

WERBE- UND PROMOTIONMATTEN /
ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION MATS 

www.promotion-mats.euPSI No.43358

Unsere Promotion-Matten in bester 

Druckqualität müssen Sie gesehen haben! 

Wir freuen uns auf Ihren Besuch!

WILLKOMMEN 

IN DER NEUEN 

DIMENSION

www.promotion-mats.eu

 

SÜSSWAREN / SWEETS

KUCHEN / CAKE

PSI No. 49628 www.kathi.de

BAUMWOLLTASCHEN / COTTON BAGS

www.fi scher-import.dePSI No. 42320

SPIELWAREN / TOYS

PSI 2016 / Halle 12 / 
Stand 12D19

Goliath Toys GmbH, Otto-Hahn-Straße 46, 63303 Dreieich
E-Mail: k.wanner@goliathgames.de, Tel.: 06103/459180

Sp
ie

lerische
Ideen

www.goliathgames.dePSI No. 49371
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Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our

PSI Product Finder

www.semo.dePSI No. 44970

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Additional suppliers can be found in the reference work

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 or online in our 

PSI Product Finder

SONDERANFERTIGUNGEN / CUSTOM MADE ARTICLES

PSI No. 48223

PSI No. 44294

www.kdm-handel.de

www.fl oerke.de

SICHERHEITSMESSER / SAFETY CUTTERS

 

IHR LOGO

IHRE MARKE

IHR CLAIM

IHRE VISITENKARTE

IHRE 
BOTSCHAFT

www.martor.comPSI No. 40111

MASSBÄNDER / MEASURING TAPES

Hoechstmass Balzer GmbH

Wiesenstraße 13
D-65843 Sulzbach/Ts.

Telefon 0049 - 61 96/50 05-0
Telefax 0049 - 61 96/50 05 55

e-mail: info@hoechstmass.com
www.hoechstmass.com

www.hoechstmass.comPSI No. 41118

0,52
Euro

inkl. Siebdruck
ab

www.fabuprint.dePSI No. 16618

VEREDELUNG & WERBEANBRINGUNG /
FINISHING & PROMOTIONAL LABELLING
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DIENSTLEISTUNGEN / QUALTITÄTSPRÜFUNGEN

GLASWAREN / GLASS WARE

We support you in meeting 
all legal requirements.

Our Global Expertise:

Consulting & Training
Comprehensive Testing Services

Mechanical
Chemical
Electrical

Microbiological
Inspection Services
Certification

Your industry is our focus

Please contact us for an individual quotation:

Eurofins Consumer Product Testing GmbH
Am Neuländer Gewerbepark 4, D-21079 Hamburg

+49 40 49294-6859

toys@eurofins.de
www.Product-Testing.eurofins.com 

Mittendrin
statt
nur dabei!
www.rastal-promotion.com

PSI No. 49658

PSI No. 41829

producttesting-hh@eurofi ns.com

werbeartikel-service@rastal.com

KLEINANZEIGENPREISE/CLASSIFIEDS PRICES

Format Größe (B x H) s/w Preis 4c Preis

1/4 Seite 90 x 127 mm 799,– 999,–

1/8 Seite 90 x 61 mm 255,– 319,–

1/16 Seite 90 x 28 mm 199,– 249,–

1/32 Seite 42 x 28 mm 99,– 125,–

Info:
Anhand der PSI Nr. fi nden Sie alle Produkte des

Lieferanten im PSI Product Finder:

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Rubrik Stellenangebote / Rubric Job Offers

1/4 Seite 90 x 127 mm 205,–

www.psiproductfi nder.de

Weitere Lieferanten fi nden Sie im Nachschlagewerk

PSI Supplier Finder 2/2015 oder online

in unserem PSI Product Finder

TESSLOFF MedienVertrieb GmbH & Co. KG
Tel.: 0911/ 39906 970

9
6 

Se
it

en
, H

a
rd

co
ve

r

Tooor!

Mit EM-Spielplan

PSI No. 48161 www.tessloff.com

EM Produkte /Fanartikel / 
European Cup Products / fan merchandise

PSI No. 46517 www.gorenler.com

www.planer-em-2016.de
Fon 02381 30703-0

Fußballplaner zur EM 2016

PSI No. 45228 www.intakt-media.de
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Wir verkaufen 
wegen fehlender 

Nachfolge
Unternehmen im Werbe- u.

Geschenkartikelbereich,

Bedruckungs- u.

Bestickungsproduktion (auch

Teilbereiche).

Im Asset-Deal, ca. 5 Mio. Ums.  p. A., 

nachweisl. Eigenkap.  erforderlich. 

Standort: Mitte/West-D.
Bei Interesse, Zuschriften bitte an:

PSI Journal

Chiffre Nr.: 20160201

Völklinger Str. 4

40219 Düsseldorf

verlag@psi-network.de

adidas

Wir sind seit über 25 Jahren ein erfolgreiches,  inhabergeführtes 

Unternehmen mit Sitz in Hamburg.

Zur Verstärkung unseres Teams suchen wir ab sofort:

Mitarbeiter/in
Vertriebsinnendienst
Ihre Aufgaben: Anfrage-, Angebots- und Auftragsbearbei-
tung. Umgang mit entsprechendem Warenwirtschaftssystem. 
Kundenberatung und Betreuung. Zusammenarbeit mit unseren 
Lieferanten.

Ihr Profil:

-

Sie kennenzulernen.  

Bitte schicken Sie Ihre aussagekräftige Bewerbung mit Angabe 

Herrn Henning Düsedau, 
Neubertstraße 14, 22087 Hamburg,

CHRISTA M. VALK 

PSI No. 48636

PSI No. 44120

www.ballprint.de

www.sport-boeckmann.de

STELLENANGEBOTE / JOB OFFERS

UNTERNEHMENVERKÄUFE / BUSINESS FOR SALE
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PSI No. Inserent / Advertiser Seite / Page

42299 adamo design GmbH 021, 074

PSI Partner aimfap 091

10880 Grabenhorst & Vetterlein Marketing & Merchandising GmbH 078

48636 ballprint gmbh 053, 078

10965 Chiffre Nr. 20160201 078

242 Christa M. Valk e.K. 078

42819 Gustav Daiber GmbH 017

49620 DerGugl Manufaktur GmbH & Co. KG 075

PSI Media Partner Display Verlags GmbH 093

49658 Eurofins Consumer Product Testing GmbH 019, 077

16618 FABU-Print GmbH & Co. KG 077

42320 Fischer-Import GmbH 075

PSI Partner FKM e.V. 002

44294 Hermann Flörke GmbH 076

46517 Görenler A.S. 025, 077

49371 Goliath Toys GmbH 027, 075

45666 Halfar System GmbH 071

47160 Hauff Schreibgeräte GmbH 022, 074

41118 HOECHSTMASS Balzer GmbH 057, 076

PSI Partner iENA Messe AFAG Messen und Ausstellungen GmbH 081

45228 in.takt musik und media marketing GmbH 027, 078

49734 INTOS ELECTRONIC AG 053

PSI Partner IPSA 067

48639 Kaiserstuhl Chocolaterie GmbH & Co. KG 069

42706 Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH & Co. KG 055

49628 Kathi Rainer Thiele GmbH 075

48223 KDM Handels-GmbH 076

43358 KLEEN-TEX INDUSTRIES GMBH 075

INSERENTEN-VERZEICHNIS / LIST OF ADVERTISERS

42438 Lediberg GmbH 003

PSI Media Partner Meisenbach Verlag 045

45974 Multiflower GmbH 051

44367 New Wave GmbH 005

40660 PF Concept Deutschland GmbH 047

49467 PiNkey AG 074

46925 Pins & mehr GmbH & Co. KG 024, 074

42332 prodir S.A. 001

44722 PROMOTION PETS GmbH U4/OBC

PSI Promotional Product Service Institute U3/IBC

41829 Rastal GmbH & Co. KG 051, 077

49018 Michael Schiffer Promotion GmbH 007

46325 Slodkie Upominki 059

PSI Partner Sourcing City 059

44120 Sport Böckmann 015, 078

48161 Tessloff Medienvertrieb GmbH & Co. KG 019, 077

46311 TROIKA Germany GmbH 053

41848 uma Schreibgeräte Ullmann GmbH 049

PSI Partner viscom - Reed Exhibitions Deutschland GmbH 073

49104 Werbemittel-Händlerservice 023

41334 WISA Enschede BV U2/IFC

Beilagen / Inserts ( * Teilauflage / Part circulation)

45619 CLIPY - Artur Begin, S.L. *

44455 LINOTEX GmbH *

46371 LOOK! Werbeservice GmbH *

49638 Menzel GbR / PLAYGRND Labs *

PSI Promotional Product Service Institute *

TOP PRODUCT TOPICS IN PSI JOURNAL

Please don’t hesitate to contact the PSI Cross-Media Sales Team at any time for assistance.
Phone +49 211 90191-114/-150, Fax +49 211 90191-180, e-Mail publishing@psi-network.de 

Do you manufacture in a sustainable way? Then send us 
your sustainable offi  ce products and writing utensils for the 
April issue of the PSI Journal.

Issue

04
2016

WRITING INSTRUMENTS AND OFFICE  and 
SUSTAINABLE AND CERTIFIED PRODUCTS
Copy deadline:      19.2.2016
Deadline for ads:  4.3.2016

Issue

05
2016

SWEET AND CULINARY DELIGHTS  and 
CUISINE AND LIFESTYLE
Copy deadline:      18.3.2016
Deadline for ads:  5.4.2016

Issue

06
2016

ELECTRONICS AND COMMUNICATIONS 
and CHRISTMAS AND GIFT SETS
Copy deadline: 15.4.2016
Deadline for ads:  5.5.2016

Issue

07
2016

TOYS AND PLUSH ARTICLES and 
WELLNESS AND HEALTH
Copy deadline: 16.5.2016
Deadline for ads:  6.6.2016
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New Members

Wir freuen uns über folgende neue Mitglieder im PSI Netzwerk / 
We are looking forward to welcoming the following new members
to the PSI network

PSI Lieferanten / Supplier

PSI No. 49742

PSI No. 49735

PSI No. 49675

PSI No. 49642

PSI No. 49668

Amazon Sarl EU
Niederlassung Deutschland
Marcel-Breuer-Str. 12
80807 München, Germany

Atila GmbH
Fuchslochweg 2
74933 Neidenstein, Germany
Tel.: 0049-7263-605210
Fax: 00497263-6052169
E-Mail: info@atila-gmbh.de
Web: www.atila-gmbh.de

manaomea GmbH
Effnerstraße 110
81925 München, Germany
Tel.: 0049 151 20434729
E-Mail: hallo@manaomea.com
Web: www.manaomea.com

Deutsche-Delikatessen.de
Inh. Sabine Oertel
Charlottenstr. 39a
12683 Berlin, Germany
Tel.: 0049-30-54378983
Fax: 0049-30-81469421
E-Mail: messe@deutsche-delikatessen.de
Web: www.deutsche-delikatessen.de

SPINDLER GmbH
Leintalweg 12
73553 Alfdorf, Germany
Tel.: 0049-7172-93789-0
Fax: 0049-7172-32611
E-Mail: mail@spindler-gmbh.de
Web: www.werbemappen4u.de

Bitte besuchen Sie unser Profil (PSI Nr. 49742) im PSI Product Finder 3.0!

Please visit our profile (PSI No. 49742) within the PSI Prodcut Finder 3.0!

www.psiproductfinder.de

Bitte besuchen Sie unser Profil (PSI Nr. 49735) im PSI Product Finder 3.0!

Please visit our profile (PSI No. 49735) within the PSI Prodcut Finder 3.0!

www.psiproductfinder.de

Die exklusiven Designbleistifte von manaomea sind aus Bio-Naturfasern und Ihre
Möglichkeit die eigenen Unternehmenswerte erstmals komplett in einem einzigen 
Schreibwarenartikel zu transportieren. Premiumfunktionalität, Nachhaltigkeit und
soziales Engagement vereint mit starkem Design können einfach an Ihre Kunden
weitergegeben werden.

manaomea’s exclusive design pencils consist of organic natural fibers and are your
opportunity to display your company values in one sole stationary item for the first
time. Premium-functionality, sustainability and social commitment combined with
an expressive design can be transferred to your customers directly.

Echte Regionale Spezialitäten direkt vom Produzenten: Hochwertige Produkte ein-
zeln, als Präsent oder Give-Away. Privat-Labels, Snacks, Logo-Pralinen, Sekt, Käse,
Wurst, Geschenkkörbe. Individuell stellen wir nach Ihren Wünschen Präsente oder 
Give-Aways nach Regionen zusammen. Präsente ab 10 Stück.

Spindler GmbH fertigt seit 1986 hochwertige Präsentationsmappen, Musterkoffer 
und Präsentationsverpackungen sowie Sonderanfertigungen nach Kundenwunsch.
Von der Konzeption bis zur Konfektion alles aus einer Hand! Ob aus Pappe, PP oder
PVC - wir finden für Ihre Präsentationsmappe das richtige Material. Als Hersteller
von Sonderanfertigungen im Werbe- und Organisationsmittelbereich mit Produk-
tionsstandort Baden-Württemberg können wir für höchste Qualität, Flexibilität
und absolute Lieferzuverlässigkeit garantieren. Bei uns sind Ihre Aufträge in guten 
Händen, Themen wie Produktsicherheit und Kundenschutz haben bei uns einen sehr 
hohen Stellenwert.
Kennen Sie auch das Gefühl? Eine Idee liegt in der Luft, doch wie wird sie realisier-
bar, wie greifbar? Sehen und Fühlen geben Ihnen hierzu erste Impulse, mit unserem 
Know How im Umgang mit hochwertigen Materialien setzen wir Ihre individuellen 
Vorstellungen in die Tat um. Wir finden mit Ihnen gemeinsam aus den vier Materi-
algruppen poly-art, macro-art, soft-art und color-art exklusive Lösungen für Ihre
Projekte.
Wir als Hersteller können aus unendlich vielen Gestaltungsmöglichkeiten schöpfen: 
Individuelle Formgestaltung, Sonderfarben, Effektlacke oder Heißfolienprägungen
und dazu ein exakt abgestimmtes Zubehör!

Since 1986 Spindler GmbH manufacture solutions for presentation and organization
items and packaging - from conception to delivery, all from one source!
As a specialist in customized articles we offer a comprehensive range of services in a
variety of materials:
Whether made out of cardboard or plastic - we as a manufacturer have all the possi-
bilities and together we will find the right material for your ideas.
As an owner-managed family company with production facilities in Baden-Württ-
emberg your orders are here in good hands. Issues such as quality, environmental 
protection, product safety and customer protection have top priority with us!
We as manufacturer have an endless resource of design options: individual form 
design, special colors, effect paints or hotfoil embossing, and in additional precisely 
matching accessories!
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DER PSI PRODUCT FINDER 3.0 – SIE WERDEN UNS FINDEN 
THE PSI PRODUCT FINDER 3.0 – YOU WILL FIND US

F olgende Unternehmen präsentieren zum Relaunch des PSI Product Finder 3.0 ihre aktuellen Artikeldaten.

Das PSI bedankt sich für die rege Beteiligung und wünscht gute Geschäfte!

I n the course of the PSI Product Finder release 3.0 the following PSI suppliers will be presenting their up-to-date article database.

PSI would like to say „thank you“ for the great participation and we wish you solid business success!

2Drink by Promocionales de Occidente Ernesto Sanchez
www.2drink.net

2had GmbH
www.2sport.de

3D Kommunikation GmbH
www.3dimport.de

5 CUPS and some sugar GmbH
www.5cups.de

abraxa business network GmbH & Co. KG
www.abraxa.biz

Ackermann Kunstverlag Merkur Marketing Services GmbH
www.ackermann-kalender.de

ADGA - Adolf Gampper GmbH
www.adga.de

aditan Werbe- und Organisationsmittel GmbH
www.aditan.de

ADOMA GmbH Kunststoff- und Metallverarbeitung
www.adoma.de

ADV PAX Lutec GmbH
www.adv-pax.de

Aetzkunst GmbH & Co. KG
www.aetzkunst.de

A&J Agnieszka Polak
www.brelok.pl

Aleide - Innovationen Inh. Ines Ritter
www.aleide.de

Allflash GmbH
www.allflash.de

AMK Group Rekawek, Kondraciuk Sp. J. Artur Rekawek, Konrad Kondraciuk
www.amk-group.pl

Arem Italia Srl
www.arem.it

Artihove Regina B.V
www.artistic-gifts.nl

ARTline Edition GmbH
www.artline-werbemittel.de

Asgard Sp. z.o.o.
www.asgard.pl

Condom Message - ASHA INTERNATIONAL
www.condommessage.com

Asia Pins Direct GmbH
www.asiapinsdirect.de

ASS Spielkartenfabrik Altenburg GmbH - ASS Altenburger Spielkarten
www.werbespielkarten.de

Audio Protect AG
www.audioprotect.ch

Axpol Trading Sp. z.o.o. Sp.k.
www.axpol.com.pl
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Baladeo SARL
www.baladeo.com

ballprint gmbh
www.ballprint.de

bb med. product GmbH
www.bb-kalkar.de

Sport Böckmann Ihr Partner für Sport und Freizeit
www.sport-boeckmann.de

BOFA-Doublet GmbH
www.bofa.de

BOOKMAN AB
www.bookmanpromotion.com

Bottle Promotions a Tacx International Company
www.bottlepromotions.nl

Gabriele Bühring
www.buehring-shop.com

Camblock Hey!blau Labs e.K. Thomas Mühlhoff
www.camblock.de

R. Cermak - Minitaschenlampen Made in Germany
www.penlights.de

Clipper A/S
www.clippercorporatewear.dk

Clipper B.V.
www.clippergifts.com

Club Crawatte Crefeld GmbH
www.club-crawatte.de

COGA®-GASTROMEA® Inh. Christian Darmstädter
www.bedrucken-gastro.de

Confiserie Rabbel GmbH
www.rabbel.com

Corthogreen bv Greengifts & Seedpromotion
www.corthogreen.com

CPS GmbH / FRESHTIS
www.freshtis.com

Gustav Daiber GmbH
www.daiber.de

Deumer GmbH
www.deumer.de

Deutsche-Delikatessen.de - Inh. Sabine Oertel
www.deutsche-delikatessen.de

Die Stadtgärtner Inh. Derk Niemeijer
www.diestadtgaertner.de

DNS Kai-Uwe Neth cardyoursmart/waterbelt/nautiloop/mykii/banduo
www.dns-design.de

Dr. Junghans Medical GmbH
www.dr-junghans.de

Easy Gifts GmbH
www.easygifts.de

Eco Promo Everything Environmental Ltd
www.eco-promo.eu

edv-werbeartikel.de GmbH
www.edv-werbeartikel.de

efbe Elektrogeräte GmbH
www.efbe-schott.de

EIKACHIP Groß GmbH
www.eikachip.de
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eitel plastic GmbH
www.eitel-plastic.de

elasto form KG
www.elasto-form.de

EMAGNETS - Magdalena Pliszka
www.emagnets.eu

EMSA GmbH
www.emsa.com

ESKESEN A/S
www.eskesen.com

Eulenspiegel Profi-Schminkfarben GmbH
www.eulenspiegel.de

Euronatal LDA
www.euronatalbaubles.com

EUROSTYLE - Emil Kreher GmbH & Co. KG Lederwarenfabrik
www.eurostyle.eu

e!xact Internationale Werbemittel GmbH
www.e-xact.de

Exito Group - M. Malczynski R. Badowski
www.adpen.eu

A.W. Faber-Castell Vertrieb GmbH
www.faber-castell.com

Fabryka Zabawek Pluszowych „Kolor Plusz“ Miroslaw Lapczuk & Maciej Raczkowski
www.kolor-plusz.pl

FARE - Guenther Fassbender GmbH
www.fare.de

feelfelt EntryMedia Sp. z.o.o. Spólka Komandytowa
www.feelfelt.pl

Fides Druck und Medien
www.fides-druck.de

Fifty Five OHG
www.fiftyfive.eu

Filofax GmbH
www.filofax.de

FORTIS M. Borowy Sp. j.
www.fortis.net.pl

Frank Bürsten GmbH - Bürstenfabrik
www.frank-brushes.de

Fröhlich GmbH
www.webfroehlich.de

Hugo Frosch GmbH
www.hugo-frosch.de

G2000 Handel GmbH
www.g2000handel.de

Abeilles SAS GAMES ON DEMAND
www.gamesondemand.eu

Gams Wellness Inh. Gabriela Gams
www.gams-wellness.de

Gimex melamine plus GmbH
www.gimex.de

Global Innovations Germany GmbH & Co. KG
www.globalinnovations.de

Goliath Toys GmbH
www.goliathgames.de

Graffiti Print Saturnin Zukowski
www.graffiti-print.pl
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Green Earth Products Inh. Helga Nederhoed
www.greenearthproducts.eu

C. Hermann Gross Metallwarenfabrik
www.chg-gross.de

Halfar System GmbH Rucksäcke und Taschen
www.halfar.com

HAN-Bürogeräte GmbH & Co. KG
www.han-online.com

HAPPY bvba
www.happy.be

happyROSS GmbH
www.happyross.de

HARDENBRUCH Alexander Hein e.K.
www.hardenbruch.de

HAUSER GmbH
www.hauser-writing.com

HEKA Werbeartikel GmbH
www.heka-werbeartikel.de

HELLMA Gastronomie-Service GmbH
www.hellma.de

helo ® Heckelmann Holz und Kunststoff GmbH + Co. KG
www.heckelmann.com

HEPLA-Kunststofftechnik GmbH & Co KG
www.hepla.de

Herbalind GmbH
www.herbalind.de

Heri-Rigoni GmbH
www.heri.de

Herzog Products GmbH
www.zogi.biz

Philipp Holle KG Papierverarbeitung Werbeartikel
www.holle-werbeartikel.de

HOLTSCH Medizinprodukte GmbH
www.holtsch-med.com

i4, d.o.o. - Grega Piskur
www.inventedfor.com

Idea Force International GmbH
www.ideaforce.de

iLogoTech GmbH -European Head Office-
www.iLogoTech.de

importplus GmbH
www.importplus.de

Jaan Ingel AB
www.inglisweden.com

in.takt musik und medien marketing GmbH
www.intakt-media.de

INTOS ELECTRONIC AG
www.inline-info.de

I.P.S. Srl International Products & Services
www.ips-srl.com

Jamara e.K.
www.jamara.com

John GmbH
www.john-toys.com

Joytex GmbH & Co. KG
www.joytex.de
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JÜSCHA GmbH
www.juescha.de

Jung Verpackungen GmbH JUNG DESIGN
www.jung-design.de

JUNG BONBONFABRIK GmbH & Co KG
www.jung-europe.de

Just Spices GmbH
www.justspices.de

Just-VR GmbH
www.just-vr.com

Jute statt Plastik e.K. - Inh. Colin Rohwedder
www.jute-statt-plastik.de

Kalfany Süße Werbung GmbH & Co. KG
www.ksw24.com

Kandinsky Deutschland GmbH
www.kandinsky.de

Kappen-Orth GmbH & Co. KG
www.kappen-orth.de

Karlowsky Fashion GmbH
www.karlowsky.de

KDM Handels-GmbH
www.kdm-handel.de

Kellermeister Manns GmbH - Präsente-Fabrikation
www.kellermeister-manns.de

kinderleicht GmbH
www.kinderleicht.net

Klaus Stephan GmbH
www.stephan-gmbh.de

KLEEN-TEX INDUSTRIES GMBH
www.promotion-mats.eu

KM ZÜNDHOLZ INTERNATIONAL - Karl Müller GmbH
www.kmmatch.com

KMS Kafitz Medienservice GmbH
www.kms.eu

Karl Knauer KG Verpackungen, Werbemittel, Präsentverpackungen
www.karlknauer.de

KREITER GmbH
www.sizzpack.de

LA CONCEPT GmbH
www.la-concept.de

Lainas Products S.A. Printing Company
www.lainasproducts.com

Laurel Klammern GmbH
www.laurel-klammern.de

Lensen Toppoint B.V.
www.toppoint.com

LM ACCESSOIRES WERBEMITTEL & EXCLUSIVANFERTIGUNGEN GmbH
www.lm-accessoires.com

Löw Energy System e.K.
www.promohub.de

LUDGER VOSS // Inh. Herr Voss - funny-look.de
www.voss-sd.de

Lumitoys - GmbH
www.lumitoys.de

MACMA Werbeartikel OHG Import-Export
www.macma.de
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MAGNA sweets GmbH
www.magna-sweets.de

MALGRADO fashion & promotion GmbH
www.malgrado.de

Marbo-Werbung - Norbert Bokel GmbH
www.marbo-werbung.de

Marker Print Ltd
www.marker.bg

[matw] menatwork GmbH & Co. KG
www.matw.de

mbw® Vertriebsges. mbH für Werbeartikel und Spielwaren
www.mbw.sh

Meier UG
www.meier-vertrieb.de

Menzel GbR / PLAYGRND Labs
http://labs.playgrnd.de

michel-toys Handels-GmbH
www.micheltoys.de

micx-media in concept - gmbh & co. kg
www.micx-media.de

Mid Ocean Germany GmbH
www.midoceanbrands.com

EDWIN MIEG OHG
www.tipp-kick.de

MMG Flags MMG Wesolowski Rafal
www.mmgflags.com

Multiflower GmbH
www.multiflower.de

myfitmix GmbH - Gesunde Werbung
www.myfitmix.de

NBL Vitolo Srl
www.nblvitolo.com

Nestler-matho GmbH & Co. KG
www.nestler-matho.de

Nostalgic-Art Merchandising GmbH
www.nostalgic-art.de

Pack-in-bag GmbH
www.packinbag.de

PADS WORLD, S.L.
www.padsworld.com

Peiniger GmbH Stahlwarenfabrik
www.peinigersolingen.de

Peros Marketing GmbH
www.peros-gmbh.de

PEUGEOT - PSP Deutschland GmbH
www.psp-peugeot.de

PF Concept International BV
www.pfconcept.com

KP Plattner GmbH
www.kp-plattner.at

POELLATH GmbH & Co. KG Münz- und Prägewerk seit 1778
www.poellath.de

PPS GmbH
www.pps-print.de

Premo B.V.
www.premo.nl
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Prinopa GmbH
www.prinopa.de

Printfi eld Sp. z.o.o.
www.printfi eld.com.pl

Pro Media Sp. z.o.o.
www.kubki.com.pl

PROFINO GmbH & Co. KG
www.profi no.net

Promo House s.c. T.Lukasik W. Lukasik
www.krawaty.info

promo-watch GmbH
www.promo-watch.de

PRUNER Werbemittel
www.pruner-werbemittel.de

quatron design GmbH
www.quatron.de

R&JP International Limited
www.rjpint.com

R3D, LDA
www.r3d.pt

RASTER R. Nowak i S-ka S.J.
http://raster.eu/

REDA a.s.
www.reda.info

Regine IQtrim GmbH
www.reginegmbh.com

Retap ApS
www.retap.dk

Ritter-Pen GmbH
www.ritter-pen.de

Riverside GmbH & Co. KG
www.riverside-web.com

Sachsenballon Produktions-GmbH
www.sachsenballon.de

Samoa Regenponchos e.U. Sabrina Samoa Krobath
www.samoa-regenponchos.at

Sanders Imagetools GmbH & Co. KG
www.imagetools.com

Schäfer‘s Süsse Werbung
www.Lucky-Keks.com

Artur Schnabel GmbH
www.schnabel-schmuck.de

SchokoLogo e.K.
www.schokologo.com

Selecta Signé B.V.
www.selecta-signe.nl

Gustav Selter GmbH & Co. KG
www.selter.com

SENATOR GmbH & Co. KGaA
www.senator.com

Silverspot Trading
www.silverspot.nl

SND PorzellanManufaktur GmbH
www.snd-porzellan.de

SOCCER FIRST Inh. Axel Fraunholz
www.soccerfi rst.de
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Software Partner Datenmedien-Service- und Vertriebs GmbH
www.digipromo.de

soulproducts GmbH
www.soulbottles.com

Space Wallet GbR René Seppeur, Matthias Groo
www.spacewallet.de

SPEZIA Lederwaren GmbH
www.spezia.de

Spontex Industrieprodukte - MAPA GmbH
www.werbeschwamm.com

sportpaint Werbeball Bedruckungs GmbH
www.sportpaint.de

Spranz GmbH
www.spranz.de

SPS (EU) Ltd t/a Supreme and Product Source Select
www.spseu.com

Schwan-STABILO Promotion Products GmbH & Co. KG
www.stabilo-promotion.com

STAEDTLER MARS GmbH & Co. KG
www.staedtler-promotional.de

STANDARDGRAPH Zeichentechnik GmbH
www.standardgraph.de

STANNIEDER GMBH
www.stani-fahnen.de

Stiefel Eurocart GmbH
www.stiefel-online.de

SUCCESS - Dr. Rolf Hein GmbH - PUSTEFIX Seifenblasen
www.success-werbung.de

SWIWA Inh. Michel Droux
www.swiwa.eu

Sydsvensk Form Reklam AB
www.formreklam.se

Take2-Design GmbH & Co. KG
www.take2-design.de

teNeues Calendars & Stationery GmbH + Co. KG Ein Unternehmen der Neumann Gruppe
www.teneues.com

team-d Import-Export Warenvertriebs GmbH
www.team-d.de

Technaxx Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG
www.technaxx.de, www.technaxx-europe.de

Tepro Garten GmbH
www.tepro-gmbh.de

Teutoburger Spezialitäten Pappert GmbH
www.teutoburger.de

Tie Solution GmbH
www.tiesolution.de

TITAN Hamburg GmbH
www.titan-bags.com

TOPKAPI TESSUTI S.r.l
www.topkapitessuti.it

TRENDS21 GmbH
www.trends21.de

TrinnoQ International Marcus Buijssen
www.trinnoq.com

Trivtec GmbH
www.trivtec.de
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Heinz Tröber GmbH & Co. KG
www.troeber.com

uma Schreibgeräte Ullmann GmbH
www.uma-pen.com

Erich Utsch AG Kennzeichnungs- und Registrierungs-Systeme
www.utsch.com

Viba sweets GmbH Suessigkeitenonline GbR
www.fruchtgummis.net

Vim Solution GmbH
www.trader.vim-solution.com

Viva-Plus II Firma Handlowa Joanna Kowalczyk
www.vivapens.eu

WEIGEND GMBH
www.weigend-fl ashlights.de

Wera Werk Hermann Werner GmbH & Co. KG
www.wera.de

Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH
www.wiha.com

WIL Langenberg GmbH
www.go2wil.de

WÖRTHER GmbH Manufactur von Schreibgeräten
www.woerther.de

XINDAO B.V.
www.xindao.com

X-tra - BooX GmbH
www.xtraboox.de

ZWILLING J. A. Henckels AG
www.zwilling.com

Stand / Up to date: 21.01.2016

www.psiproductfi nder.de
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Asóciate a
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ASOCIACIÓN DE IMPORTADORES, MAYORISTAS Y FABRICANTES DE ARTÍCULOS PROMOCIONALES
Associat ion of Importers,  Wholesalers and Manufacturers of Promotional  Goods

Paseo de la Castellana, 135 - 5ª Planta oficina 506 28046 MADRID (SPAIN)
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OPINION

Y es, we can!” is how my children also 
always responded to “Bob the Build-

er”. Angela Merkel is confident, although 
she can neither say what exactly she wants
to fix nor by when. And these challenges
are not becoming less daunting. Other Eu-
ropean leaders have a different viewpoint. 
Or they argue that “If she wants to fix it,
then she should do it on her own, with-
out us.”

Has the promotional product industry
in Europe reached its goals? And if so, 
what goals? In terms of turnover, things
are looking good throughout Europe. Af-ff
ter all, 2015 was a year of constant, often
rising sales figures. According to the PSI
Industry Barometer, the forecast for the 
industry in 2016 is positive. The PSI In-

CAN WE FIX IT?

themselves. These are mainly the major 
players. This compares to the growing num-
ber of suppliers who supply directly. This 
now accounts for 41 per cent. Although
this figure includes the retail sector, it takes 
one’s breath away.

An overlapping of the sectors is unde-
niable. And it cannot be reversed. Analo-
gies to other industries clearly show that.
The good news: There are also many dis-
tributor-loyal suppliers that are primarily
organized in the PSI and actively support, 
or want to support, the distributors in an 
advisory capacity at industry customers. 
This is something the industry should uti-
lise more actively because focusing is bet-
ter than attempting to master all disciplines. 

dustry Index published for the first time
in the same study – as a new sentiment
barometer – also indicates an upturn. That 
is a good thing as it is a healthy measure 
of self-confidence.

And this is important in times of rap-
id change. Not only the underlying condi-
tions – economic and political – are re-
ferred to here. The structural change in
the industry is widely visible. The number 
of market participants is increasing, as is 
the number of job titles: Consultants, dis-
tributors, agents, service providers, de-
signers ... Granted, some of them are not
new. However, the new reality is that in 
case of doubt these service providers try 
to cover everything the value chain has to
offer. Eight per cent of distributors import 

»Focusing is better than 
attempting to master all 
disciplines.«
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Best regards

Michael Freter
Publisher of PSI Journal
Managing Director PSI
michael.freter@psi-network.de
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Marken & KampagnenSTI Group: Display in Großformat für HARO
POS-Technik
HP: Digital Print-Update

Marken & KampagnenThe Display Company:Freie Sicht auf Reiniger
Ladenbau
POS Kreativ:
PS für POS

C 9423 F 

www.display.de
Ausgabe 4 · August/September 2015 

M-Commerce – vom POI zum POS

5

Fokus
SUPERSTAR: display

drückt die Daumen 

Messe
viscom: Der 360-Grad-Blick 

für visuelle Kommunikation

Marken & Kampagnen

Schoepe: Display für 

den Schutz der Wälder

POS Technik

Trotec: Laserschneiden & 

Gravieren im Großformat

C 9423 F 
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e

Ausgabe 5 · Oktober/November 2015 

Virtual & Augmented 

Reality am POS

Ja, ich möchte für nur 59 €
zzgl. Versand und MwSt. (7 %) abonnieren. 

Ja, ich möchte kostenfrei
ein -Probe-Abo erhalten (3 Ausgaben).

Firma: Branche:

Vorname: Nachname:

Straße/Postfach: PLZ, Stadt:

Land:

Telefon: E-Mail:

Datum/Firmenstempel Unterschrift

Die Medien-Plattform 
für Verkaufsförderung 
am POS

6 Mal im Jahr als Magazin 
mit Meldungen, Reportagen 
und Hintergründen
täglich aktuell 
auf www.display.de
POS-Finder: Schnell und einfach 
Lieferanten finden
display Superstar – Der Award 
für die besten POS-Lösungen

Erfolg am POS
hat einen Namen

Abonnement: Das Abonnement von display beginnt am Tag Ihrer Unterschrift und verlängert sich automatisch um ein Jahr, wenn nicht drei Monate vor Ablauf der Jahresfrist gekündigt wird. Die Rechnung wird Ihnen nach Erhalt der er-

sten Ausgabe zugesandt. Probeabonnement: Das Probeabonnement bezieht sich auf 3 Ausgaben in 6 Monaten und ist 1 x kostenlos. Wenn das Probeabonnement nach Erhalt der zweiten Ausgabe nicht innerhalb von 14 Tagen gekündigt

wird, verlängert es sich automatisch um ein Jahr und kann drei Monate vor Ablauf des Jahres gekündigt werden. 

Verlagsanschrift: display Verlag, Vertriebsbüro Hamburg, Am Neumarkt 30 · 22041 Hamburg, Mail: info@display.de

display Verlags GmbH
Dekan-Laist-Straße 17
55129 Mainz
Tel. +49 6131 95836-23
Fax +49 6131 95836-6
E-Mail: info@display.de

Leserservice (Hamburg):
Am Neumarkt 30 · 22041 Hamburg
Tel. +49 40 3006056-15
Fax +49 40 3006056-22



IMPRINT

PROMOTIONAL MESSAGES “ON TOUR”

T he journey alone is living, much as life itself is a journey” is a quote by the German 
poet Jean Paul. We dedicate the promotional product guide of our March issue to 

products related to the subject matter of this quintessence. Today‘s world is closely 
connected with all kinds of highways where, for various reasons, people are constant-
ly on the move, either professionally or privately, with specific intentions or just for 
pleasure. And the industry offers all kinds of large and small attractive and useful items
for a mobile world. We are also presenting trendy new products from the field of “Fash-
ion, caps and accessories”.
Please give a thought now to the product theme of the April issue with the thematic groups 
“Writing instruments and office” and “Sustainable and certified products” and send your 
product presentations (image and text) no later than 19 February 2016 to: Edit Line GmbH, 
editorial office PSI Journal, e-mail hoechemer@edit-line.de. 

DISTINCTIVE ACCESSORIES

A new addition to the PSI network is the company Tie Solution, an internationally op-
erating manufacturer with a new sales office in Giessen, that enhances the textile

diversity among the members to include high-quality accessories such as ties, scarves,
shawls and pashminas. The corporate division was established by FAGS Textil Solution 
S.L. in Barcelona in 2004 in order to meet specific customer needs in the private label
sector. <

PSI 2016: A MULTITUDE OF HIGHLIGHTS  

I n early March, the 54th PSI may well have already taken place six weeks earlier. 
However, it will come alive again in our colourful review. The trade show once again 

proved to be a reliable indicator of trends, innovations and promotionally effective prod-
uct ideas. We recap the highlights and the many small as well as large promotional ac-
tivities of the exhibitors and show how vibrantly and stimulatingly the large interna-
tional industry family celebrated its significant start to the year. <
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The Leading European Trade Show of the Promotional Product Industry
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Düsseldorf 2017
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Alles kuschelig.
www.promotion-pets.com

Ganz gleich, ob sich Ihre Markenpersönlichkeit als Rindvieh, Trampeltier oder als Affe umsetzen 
lässt – wir sorgen dafür, dass es nicht nur ein einzigartiges Pet wird, sondern dass Sie auch mit 
dem gesamten Prozess rundum zufrieden sind. Schließlich versprechen wir nicht umsonst, dass 
bei Promotion Pets alles kuschelig ist. Wir freuen uns auf Ihre Anfrage!

Machen Sie sich doch 
mal schön zum Affen.




